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Bodily and psychic territories in
Ashok Bhargava’s Riding the Tide

- Roghayeh Farsi

University of Neyshabur, Iran

Abstract

The present article approaches Ashok Bhargava’s poetry

collection, Riding the tide (2017), from an ecocritical perspective.

The paper traces the speaker’s line of development from a

desperate, sick person to a powerful entity. It argues this

development occurs by way of nature. Being a cancer-ridden

man, the speaker appears as a victim to the destruction man

has done to nature, including his body.  Delinking himself from

society and its sweeping wave of technology, he aligns himself

with nature, and finds not only comfort but also remedies to his

weakened body in nature. This accentuates the role of nature in

this collection. The paper reads the selected poems from Riding

the tide in this line and investigates how the person charts and

re-charts the territories of his environmental consciousness in

addition to those of his body. It is shown how nature helps the

speaker develop spiritually and change from a weak, impotent

entity to an all powerful force in the universe.

Keywords: nature, Bhargava, ecocriticism, environment

Introduction

The present paper approaches Ashok Bhargava’s poetry

collection, Riding the tide (2017), from an ecocritical perspective.

Being the poetic expression of a cancer-stricken patient, Riding

the tide charts and re-charts the territories of his mind and body

through his painful experiences.  The paper argues all the poems

in this collection are involved in a constant process of de-

territorialization and re-territorialization of mind and body. The

speaker’s reliance on nature and natural elements evince the

general ecological map he finds himself in and tries to re-inscribe

himself in the landscape both bodily and mentally.
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The fact that Riding the tide gives voice to a patient

suffering from cancer is itself a political choice on the part of

Bhargava. From an ecological perspective, this collection stands

as a censure of the devastating harm mankind has done to the

environment by polluting it in multiple ways through dangerous

chemicals, ultrasonic waves, destroying the green ecosystem,

“bunkering “ (illegal tapping) and industrial sabotage (Tiffin

&Hoogan 2010, p. 40; Kheel in Gaard 1993, note 63, p. 270; Garrard

2004, pp. 1-14). In this sense, Riding the tide portrays the turn of

a patient already de-linked from nature and fatally harmed by

technology back to nature. It calls for and celebrates a re-union

between man and nature. The present study investigates how

the suffering, male patient-speaker in this collection seeks the

lost natural blessings and what kind of approach he, as a

damaged being, adopts with respect to nature, and how his

approach differentiates him from the cultural context from which

he speaks. There is also an investigation if Bhargava’s philosophy

as expressed through the speaking patient reiterates or

challenges stereotypes of nature representation. The paper draws

on close reading of most of the poems, excluding those that are

less relevant to the scope of study here. The adopted

methodology is that of ecofeminist spirituality which revives older

myths and religious beliefs in which nature is revered.

Riding the tide comprises 65 poems of varying lengths. It

starts with “Morning serenade” and ends with “So much depends

on you . . .”. In the different poems in between, the speaker

expresses his worries, likes, dislikes, frustrations, hopes, and

desires. Yet, what is the core of concern here is the way he

approaches nature and natural elements and whether and how

he communicates his ecological environment. A glance over the

whole collection reveals the speaker’s loneliness; he is mostly

left alone to himself, taking an ambiguous “you” whom he

sometimes addresses as his companion. Others (other human

beings) are relegated in the far, unspecified, and detached

pronoun “they”. This grammatical reduction of his human

companions evinces the romantic space that he specifies to

himself in the poems, procuring him a private room.
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Stereotypically, a human being can be located in two spaces: a

cultural one which is man-made and man-occupied, and a

natural space in which man becomes one of the other elements

in nature. Bhargava prefers the second over the first. Such a

selection is of importance ecocritically and can have deep

politico-philosophical interpretations.

According to Raymond Williams (1973 & 1982), nature

versus culture has been one of the oldest binaries in Western

thought and literature. The two sides of this binary carry gendered

values: nature is feminine and culture is masculine. The

masculine culture is concerned with mind; it is rational, objective,

and public. In contrast, the feminine nature is body-centered; it

is emotional, subjective, and private (Nayar, 2010, p. 299). Viewed

in the light of this stereotype, Bhargava feminizes his speaking

patient by locating him within a natural environment and

unraveling his most private world instead of involving him in

sociocultural interactions. Moreover, a patient is conventionally

defined as a bodily weak person whose vulnerability resembles

him to a culturally inferiorized being, that is, a woman. The poems

display how the weakened patient fights back for life by regaining

his lost spirituality and re-unifies with nature. It is in the line of

this argument that the paper analyzes the poems of the collection.

Ecofeminist spirituality

As an important strand of ecofeminism, ecofeminist

spirituality draws on the older myths and religions in which nature

is revered. Nayar enumerates the reasons and principles of this

perspective as the deep respect for nature (such as deification

of nature), the embeddedness of all human and non-human lives

in nature, the legitimization of female power and female bodies,

and assigning importance to women’s knowledge (2010, p. 300).

Of these four principles, Riding the tide appeals mostly to the

first two ones, showing how man is embedded in nature and

the reverence the speaker has for nature. It owes its feminism

not to empowering female body, but to feminizing the dominant

male voice.
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Analysis and discussion

Bhargava attributes all romantic features to his patient in

“Morning serenade”. The suffering patient is alone and vulnerable,

feeling insecure, “I take what is given/ the smell of insecurity” (p.

1); he is desperate, “positivity is thin”; but he is determined to

fight and revives with the birth of nature, “I will leap and regale/in

the ever widening pale glow of dawn” (p. 1). These descriptions

put the speaking self in harmony with nature and the workings of

the universe. Nature becomes his source of hope and inspiration.

Taking dawn as the source of his life is Bhargava’s strategy to show

how human life is embedded in nature. The same sense of

embeddedness is accentuated in “Joy returns with morning light”

in which the speaker talks with his “invisible friends” who “listen

with inscrutable faces” (p. 3). Yet these friends are implied to be

non-humans since they show no signs of communication with him.

They are “inscrutable” and “do not argue” (p. 3). So, they are far

from striking interactions with him. Lamenting his nightly

loneliness, he rejoices in the morning light. The final stanza of the

poem is quite revealing of the harmony he finds between himself

and his environment, “You are more in me/than I in you and/you

remain while/ obliviously I go outside looking for you” (p. 3).  The

“you” Bhargava’s patient resurrects is not a human being; rather,

it can be his other long ignored self that he finds in harmony with

nature, or it can be Nature itself that has long been with him but

was ignored by him.

Although the patient-speaker is aware of his

disequilibrium in “Unsteady”, he regains his sense of self through

nature; thus he states, “I still have blue sky days/ I still have black

night skies” (p. 4). Through nature, he re-unifies with God,

“Fragrant flowers outside/and a loving God inside my heart” (p.

4). Thus spiritualized, he detects his beauty, “I am still as I am/ a

beautiful light” (p. 4).

Not only does the speaker rejoice in nature, but he also

suffers along with nature and its elements. In “Where this journey

ends”, he gets one with “a hooked fish” feeling his pain (p. 7).

His sailing across the “sea of open water” takes him back to the
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“genetic memory” which returns like “salmon spawning” (p. 7).

It is in “Riding the tide” that he explicitly refers to his cancer and

the process of his body degeneration. One of the dark poems of

the collection, this poem envisions him as “two thirds polluted

toxins” (p. 10). Although there appears no explicit reference to

nature except for the impotent leaning of dawn, the cancerous

presence of the speaker, his suffering, and despair embody him

as a nature-deviated figure and a poisonous offspring of man-

made culture. Yet even in this gloomy state, he does not stay, “I

ride into a dazzling world./Alone in silence” (p. 10). The dazzling

world of which he speaks is not city life; rather, it is the embrace

of nature in which he finds himself alone and in solitude.

His desire to stay alive finds its best expression in his

other cancer-centered poem, “What’s wished and can’t be . . .”.

The poem is on the day he comes to know about his disease,

“All things change./Darkness descends” (p. 12). Yet still, he fights

for light.

In “Uncertain waters”, the speaker gets immersed in the

beauties of the present away from the sorrows of the past and

worries of the future. He enjoys these blessings through natural

elements such as roses and daisies, rainwater pools in the garden,

and shining lights shimmered through pine tree needles (p. 13).

The present sounds to be uncertain, but he rejoices in this

uncertainty. He can hear the “secrets of living” in the soft shoots

of seeds that sprout stones (p. 14).

In “Water we are”, the speaker gets unified with nature,

and thus stretches his body and mind to the natural elements:

Spilled secrets and

footprints on the shore

we rise as vapours

fall as raindrops

turning into runaway streams

to the ocean bound

holding back misty tears

water we are. (p. 16)
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The identification he draws between himself and non-

human elements such as water in nature evinces his

environmental consciousness which he gains only when he is

detached from his social context.

The speaker’s philosophical concerns are resolved only

through his observations of the way of nature. This is the main

point in “Everything…”. In this poem, the speaker reminds

himself of the way natural elements such as flowers, wind, and

water change over time and do not remain as they used to be,

“Wind just blows, /water just flows/ without why or/question”

(p. 17). Thus justifying the way things happen to nature, he

rhetorically asks, “Why worry?”. In fact, this kind of justification

bears its own desperate note as it shows the limitations of his

mindscape in relation to the inevitable doom. The same theme

is developed in another poem, “Pining soul”, in which the speaker

expresses his inability to comprehend what happens to the things

that are bygone. Here also, he draws on natural events to

elucidate his point, such as where the gusting winds have gone,

where the flooding rains have gone, and where the gushing

waters have gone (p.23). Unable to answer the questions, he

concludes, “Why do we hold on to the past and/ wonder where

the present has gone” (p. 23).

For him, nature embodies both sorrow and happiness.

He tries to follow up nature in that; this shows his environmental

consciousness which gives him a new direction when faced with

sorrows, “A profound sadness/ in the full moon’s blue glow/ Brings

joy/ I never thought possible” (p. 18). His developed

environmental consciousness helps him see love in the light of

the workings of nature. In “Infinite time, boundless love”, he

compares a lover’s pursuit of love to the rivers’ pursuit of the

ocean through mountains, deserts, and plains (p. 19). Where

the rivers meet the ocean, they vanish. The same happens to the

lover who uniting with the beloved ceases to exist as an

individual. in the fourth part of the same poem, he compares

love to a seed and the lover to a flower (p. 20).
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In the second part of this poem, he concerns himself

with time, drawing on the dualism of light and darkness. Here

also, he defines man’s process of aging to the changing seasons

(p. 19). For him, time is “a messenger of love” which cannot be

claimed, but only felt through perceptions (p. 20). Finally, he

equals love as life, “a river /seeking the ocean” (p. 21).

In “Unspoken”, the patient-speaker expresses his desire

for a rebirth or reincarnation. Like other poems, this poem shows

his reliance on nature for conveying his point. He wishes, “I want

to be the water clinging to your roots./ With both hands in the

soil/ I feel modesty of a new beginning /splendour of a tiny sprout/

kneeling to the glory of God” (p. 32).

In “Bare winds blow”, Bhargava shocks his speaker while

in pain. When he is obsessed with his bodily pains for

chemotherapy, walking “with aching muscles and bone” (p. 33),

he comes across “a flower/ That was not there yesterday” (p.

33). The sight of this flower shocks him out of his pain and despair

and implicitly imbues a sense of hope in him. while in “Broken

melody” (p. 34), he seeks a force in a song to bring him back to

life, in “Revelation” (p. 35), the speaker speaks of signs of hope

and life in himself, “new possibilities./ An ancient mantra/echoes

around me/ I am going to be alright” (p. 35).

In his other poem, “Muse”, he compares his act of writing

to planting seeds, “I plant seeds on paper/ sprouting stories” (p.

36). He watches the miraculous growth and effect of his words

on others and thus falls in love with the art of poetry, and thereby

with life, “this lonely craft of poetry/ which makes me love life

and so much more” (p. 36).

“Epiphany” displays the speaker’s merge with nature and

expanding his environmental consciousness in other ways. His

doubts are to get vanished by the force of the sun (p. 37); in his

inner self, he finds, “ambient/birds and insects”; he identifies

with the seed of a flower, “a pool of nectar/genesis”; his hope is

his prayers reach the sun (p. 37); the remedy of his pains is in

“every press of breeze” (p. 38); he compares his cancer-ridden
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body to a “dew/ on tip of a leaf” (p. 38); and he describes his

taste as that of the “forbidden apple/undeniable pleasures /of

milk and honey” (p. 38).

His philosophy of life is best expressed in “Many more

lives” in which he stages the growth of mankind from birth up to

death based on seasonal patterns: spring, summer, fall, and

winter. Yet, in an optimistic way which has a hint at his belief in

Buddhist reincarnation, he nourishes hope in re-emergence, “I

know many more lives/ struggling to re-emerge/ in multiple

shades of light/ against all odds” (p. 40).

His definition of love is nature-bound. “Love” compares

love to a wave that “thaws the hard-lock-heart/ and makes it run

like a brook” (p. 46). He believes love has a cyclic movement,

thus the brook sings melodies at night, “Wakes up at dawn/ to

dream again/ to love, thaw and run” (p. 46). Despite he

sometimes gets one with nature, he finds himself unable to

comprehend its secrets. He addresses this inability specifically

with regard to the mysterious songs waves sing, “For many

reincarnations/ for a long time/ I haven’t been able to unlock/

secret meanings of their humming/ furtive songs” (p. 47). He

compares the secrets of life to these “surreptitious whispers”

which remain unknown, in how many births and rebirths one

gets reincarnated (p. 48).

In “Waiting . . .”, the speaker speaks of the truth which

remains suspended in the air. It remains to be discovered and

explored at dawn only after “Pomegranate blossoms/ . . . fall /

into night’s darkness” (p. 49). Most revealingly, “Autumn leaf”

symbolizes the patient’s interpretation of his coming death in a

quite promising way, “I am testimony that we/ perish to

regenerate/ a new life/ full of love and energy/ pain and pleasures”

(p. 50). Exactly, when the patient yields to sorrow and dejection

and gets ready for the final moment, his “mind turns briskly at/

the sight of a dragonfly/ dancing in the autumn sun” (p. 51). The

sight of the dancing dragonfly revives him and removes his

sorrows.
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“Seawater” praises nature as taste of life and shows how

its absence renders life tasteless. Yet, the presence of these

elements is seldom felt (p. 53). The other poem, “Wake from

dreaming”, shows how excruciatingly the absence of health is

felt. Health shows the natural growth of body and its loss displays

something abnormal is going on. The speaker expresses his

remorse for the days gone. His past is shaped by his natural

environment: late evening, grey sky, last sunrays, a wide open

sky, icy walks, bare naked branches, and moonlit loneliness. At

the same time, he is aware of his physical conditions which not

only deprive him of his past but they also push him toward the

loss of his life. This point is explicitly referred to in the metaphor,

“Blooming lymphoma” (p. 57). Although this metaphor

apparently indicates the natural growth of his lymph, it

simultaneously shows the unnaturalness of his cancer. It is due

to this unnatural blooming of his body tissue that he suffers and

is shocked and thus mourns, “Where did the life go” (p. 57).  In

“Beings of light”, he yields to loneliness in the face of his bodily

conditions, comparing himself to an empty, hollowed  flute, he

states,  “I shall be/capable of any tune” (p. 58). In “Next moment”,

the patient expresses his anticipations for survival, fighting back

his disease. He takes the joy he gets from nature, “Eastern sky”,

“Sun washed spring clouds”, “Color of a hawk’s eye” as

evidences of his survival. This anticipation and looking for signs

of his survival ion nature implies his gradual unification with

nature which proves to be healing.

“Revival” celebrates the patient’s survival and processes

it through nature, “penitent winter parting/ Full moon./Star

shining./ Where did they go/in the ticking second just as/ dawn

arrives?” (p. 60). The dawn he speaks of and puts an end to his

gloomy night is the dawn of his returning health which he

embraces eagerly. Now, he is aware of spring blossoming at his

door. Comparing himself with others who know not the value of

the health they have, he concludes, “The world/ is filled with

people/ who have never lived” (p. 60). Others have never lived

as they have never enjoyed the beauties of nature, and natural

health.
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The same sense of determination and joy in survival is

expressed in “A survivor” (p. 62). Here again, nature plays a

central role. He compares himself to “new shoots/popping

through the pavement” (p. 62). He takes up the role of a potter

who molds clay “into a shape of hollowness: a bowl”; therefore,

“The light within/makes me crave more life”. Here, he speaks of

how the scarcity and absence of health makes him more

determined in his battle against the disease.

The longest poem of the collection, “In search of light”,

covers many themes such as love, life, death, disappointment,

etc. all through vivid images of nature and its different moods

such as blossoming, falling, splitting, appearing, vanishing,

shining, and fading out. The speaker’s reliance on nature by this

point in the collection shows how nature has got mixed with the

speaker expanding his mental and bodily landscapes. For

instance, when he speaks of his loneliness, he draws on the

disappearance of his companion, his shadow, when the

moonlight disappears into the clouds. The failure in his love affair

is described through the natural phenomenon, the eclipse (p.

64). On the map he draws, he positions his life in between

highways and skyways. While both highways and skyways are

promising, the former being long, straight, and open, and the

latter, broad, beckoning, and expanding, his life is “curved,

composite, and confined” (p. 65). Like nature, he expands his

territories; thus he states, “I will go as far as the wind/ to other

side of the horizon./ I will fly as clouds fly/over valleys and hills”(p.

66). His heart gets flexible; although it gets broken many time, it

takes no visible scars, when love appears and vanishes “like the

early morning star” (p. 67). He desires dreams as “a few drops

of light” to fill his soul (p. 67).

On a temporal map also, he finds himself stretched from

the beginning to the end of time. In “I am who I am”, he states, “I

begin before the beginning of time/ I survive after the end of

time” (p.69). Thus stretched in time and space, he becomes a

world citizen, “I am everything I need to be./ Everything I need is

in me” (p. 69). Now that his mental and bodily territories get
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stretched, he becomes one with nature and comes to a new

understanding about his being in the world. He treats this matter

in “Predictably unpredictable”, he finds himself as an offspring

of some long and complicated natural processes, “I have been

cut-off/lifted by winds/ dashed by waves/ digested by birds/ to

be here” (p. 71).

No longer at a mess about his unpredictable being or at

melancholy about his loneliness, the speaker gets aware his

existence is growing larger and larger. In “Near miss”, he

experiences love through nature, “I am bound to you/like color

and perfume/ to a flower” (p. 73). In autumn, he no longer finds

gloom, “Autumn season/almost at my door/ leaves changing

colors” (p. 73). He notices his shadow is growing longer. “The

truth” well expresses his survival not only through his disease

but also through mortality and time. Being a world citizen, he

finds his resolve “stronger than steel/stainless” and his soul

“immortal/eternal forever” (p. 74). Thus he victoriously claims,

“Look for me /anywhere/find me there” (p. 74). The fact that he

can found anywhere evinces the result of his unification with

nature and his expanded environmental consciousness.

In this state of widened consciousness, he no longer fears

lack of security or stability. He rejoices in being like Zinnias, “the

first flowers to bloom in space” (p. 76). The speaker is now full

of hope and determination so that he sees himself as Zinnias,

capable of blooming even when there is no soil, “The time is

now/to withstand hot summer/to bloom with colors” (p. 76). Now

that he has regained himself with his territories stretched far

ahead, the speaker takes up the role of an admonisher, reminding

his friends that “So much depends upon you” (p. 77). He wants

his friends to accompany him in celebrating and enjoying the

beauties of nature and seize the day. His philosophy of carpe

diem is not a selfish one destroying and exploiting nature for

one’s interests; rather it is an ecological carpe diem, one in which

he becomes one with nature and enjoys it as it is without

meddling with it. That is the reason for the many descriptions he

gives of natural scenery,
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colors of the rainbow

whispers of the wind

sounds of the waves

pearls of pomegranates

aroma of flowers and

how butterflies land on petals

swings of the banyan tree

dewdrops on the morning grass

songs of the nightingale

this moment

not the time that has gone or

the time that is yet to come. (p. 77)

Discussion

As the detailed analysis of the selected poems shows,

there is a line of development all through the analyzed poems.

The speaker starts as a weak, sick person who feels lonely and

unsecured. In such states, he finds gloomy aspects of nature.

Gradually, however, he moves from this melancholic state

through seeing, loving, and learning from nature. While in the

beginning, he sees himself aloof from nature, he gets closer and

closer to nature so that by the end he unifies with nature. This

oneness with nature helps him re-chart his mental and bodily

map. He starts to re-define his self and thus his territories change

as his environmental consciousness grows. His map at the end

transcends all borders in time and space. He changes from an

alienated person to a world citizen in whom every other thing

can be found. He gets immortalized through nature. Not only

does his disease perish away, but he also becomes a strong soul

who is capable of guiding others towards the joys and blessings

of this environmental unification.

Bhargava’s ecological philosophy has roots in his

Buddhist beliefs. Yet still, he does not confine himself to a biased

religious perspective. His religion as expressed in his poetry

propagates oneness with the whole world with no sense of

priority over any other being. His sick speaker comes as a
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damaged entity to the embrace of nature. He is damaged not

because of natural disasters, but for manmade calamities. He

finds solace in nature. He finds his remedies in nature. His

poisoned body, for chemotherapy, gets healed in nature. Instead

of exploiting nature, capturing it in a cage, or destroying it for his

selfish interests, he develops a strong sense of honor and respect

for nature so that he finds his love via nature. His religion is all-

inclusive rather than exploitative.

Riding the tide shows how the sick man moves from a

state of uncertainty and despair to the blessed state of a man of

all rounds. The blessed state evinces his developed spirituality, a

spirituality that he achieves by the way of nature. This is called

ecological spirituality which has a feminine nature. It is feminine

because being sick he is categorized as a woman, weak and

impotent. However, in his new blessed state, he becomes an

empowered entity. This bears a political note against industrial

capitalism and its exploitive hold over nature. Developing into a

world citizen does away with capitalist construction of the

categories of nature and landscape, and of the feminine and the

masculine. Bhargava’s speaker de-territorializes himself and the

socio-cultural setting from which he emerges in favor of a more

embracive and a less exploitative hold on nature.

Conclusion

Bhargava’s collection of poems shows the speaker’s

growing ecological consciousness. It starts with the weakened

voice of a man who, lost in loneliness and despair, suffers from

cancer, moves through new visions of the environment around,

and reaches a state of oneness with his ecological setting. In this

unification, he regains his lost spirituality and attempts to show

the other lost souls the path to salvation from suffering and

deprivation. In its simple, vivid images, the collection gives

centrality to nature and shows how the speaker re-experiences

the world around by way of nature. He goes so far as relying on

nature to represent his most intimate and private feelings and

moods. The paper takes this reliance as his broadened ecological

consciousness.
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Ashok Bhargava’s Riding The Tide:

a powerful remedy!

Review by: Santosh Bakaya
Director, Magazine Forum at Commissionerate of

College Education, Rajasthan

Former Deputy Director at Directorate of

Higher Education Jaipur, Rajasthan, India

“A sudden discovery.
Cancerous lymphatic nodes.
All thing change
Darkness descends.
The universe turns upside down.”

Thus writes the poet, Ashok Bhargava, in one of his heart-

rending poems, [What Is Wished and Can’t Be, Page 12]

But, wait, darkness does not descend, and the world does

not turn upside down. On the contrary, the visionary poet, after

indulging in a little bit of self-pity, and lachrymose indignation,

being tormented by the nocturnal demons, grips himself tightly,

yanks away all negativities and forges ahead with a new

resilience, wanting to ‘build rainbow dreams again’ and to ‘wait

patiently Until the grey sky invites the sunlight to shine.’ [Morning

Serenade, Page 1]

In a similar strain of sanguine hope, resorting to auto–

suggestion, he says,

‘Music flows from the hollowness of a flute.
I shall be capable of any tune.’ [Beings Of Light, Page 58]

Come on, folks, prick up your ears and listen to the

message hidden in the words of this highly optimistic

poet. In Revival [Page 60], he says,
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‘The world is filled with people
Who have never lived.”

He exhorts everyone to seize love, for love is all that

matters in a chaotic world.

‘This moment is all we have
Feel its transience
Its sparkle
Live life in the moment.’ [Live In A Moment, Page 45]

“Love never ceases to exist.
……
Along the way it sings
Melodies to the night.” [Love, Page 46]

In this world, there is no dearth of people who go around

with Mephistophelean frowns, wallowing in self–pity, propelled

forward, only by mercenary gains and selfish ends but here,

between the 80 pages of this volume of poetry (Riding The Tide

by Ashok Bhargava), we find a man [And what a man!] who,

instead of quailing before the cancerous onslaught of vile Time,

ploughs forth with a never-say-die spirit, exemplifying the dictum,

‘When the going gets tough, the tough gets going.’

His positivity rises above his agony, his apprehensions,

as he watches the blizzards swirling across the sky, and the power

of his prayers, is such that, ‘Even waves lift me up When I am

about to drown.’ [The Power Of Prayer, Page 6]

There is a grandeur in the simplicity of his verses and a

wealth of meaning in his short, succinct and sublime poetry. By

the time, one finishes reading this slim volume of poetry, one is

suffused with a robust energy of hope, of love and three words

just slip through one’s lips, ‘Take a Bow!’
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Global Fraternity of Poets, Gurugram, Haryana, has done

a commendable job in bringing out Riding The Tide by Ashok

Bhargava. This crisply edited volume of poetry, which also proves

to be an anti-dote to all negativities, has an immense therapeutic

power of lifting the readers from the stygian depths of depression.

Riding The Tide by Ashok Bhargava is highly

recommended for everyone, especially for those amongst us,

who are passing through a bad phase.

✤✤✤✤✤

Riding the Tide: A Silver Lining book review

by a well-known Canadian journalist

Mr. Promod Puri

They say every cloud does have a silver lining. It is natural.

It appears along darkest of passing clouds.

But Vancouver-based poet laureate Ashok Bhargava

himself created that silver-lining by putting together his latest

poetry while he braved through his fight against cancerous clouds

hanging over his body and mind.

“Riding The Tide” is his latest anthology, which was

penned in between the painful and exhausting regimes of

chemotherapy. In contemplative moods, thoughts were his

friendly companions and words were his ardent tools.

In his dreadful ordeal, Ashok survived the big C with often

porous layers of infinite positivity. He promised himself to endure.

The victorious hero came out with the bouquet of his

poetry as words, plenty of them, falling into their place in natural

and divine order.
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“…….showering of words

Pour down

Delicately

I am drenched.

“Swaying the elation

I forget the difference

Between pain and healing

Between light and dark

Between faith and doubts

Between promises our bodies make

And the ones they keep.”

During the lonely and dragging moments he spent in this

tormented interlude of his life, Ashok sought and found that

darkness has a light too. And that makes the “Riding the Tide”

an inspiring and optimistic read with an abundance of hope.

“….Even waves lift me up

When I am about to drown.”

✤✤✤✤✤
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1. Joy Returns with Morning Light

I talk

to my invisible friends at night

they listen with inscrutable faces

they do not argue.

I tell them about

the hopes in my eyes

desires in my mouth

and fears in my heart.

Words fail me

constantly moving

shifting feelings

until I am exhausted.

They leave me alone, confused

I weep through the night

joy comes in the morning.

You are more in me

than I in you and

you remain while

obliviously I go outside looking for you.

✧✧✧✧✧
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1. L^ŒÜ«∞HÍOu`À uiy =ã¨∞ÎOk P#O^ŒO

<Õ#∞ =∂\Ï¡_®Î#∞

HõxÑ≤OK«x <å ¿ãflÇ≤Ï «̀∞Å`À ~å„uÑ¨Ó@

"åà◊√¡ qO\Ï~°∞ Ñ¨sHõ∆‰õΩ â◊HõºO HÍx =ÚMÏÅ`À

"åQÆ∞º Œ̂úO KÕÜ«∞~°∞.

<Õ#∞ K≥|∞`å#∞ "åà◊¡‰õΩ

<å Hõ#∞ÅÖ’x Pâ◊ QÆ∞iOz

<å <À\˜Ö’x HÀiHõÅ QÆ∞iOz

<å Ç¨Ï$ Œ̂Ü«∞OÖ’x ÉèíÜ«∂Å QÆ∞iOz†

=∂@Å∞ ~å=Ù

J#∞Hõ∆}O HõkeáÈ «̀∂

J#∞Éèí∂ «̀∞Å∞ =∂~°∞ «̀∂

<Õ#∞ Jeã≤áÈÜÕ∞O «̀ =~°‰õÄ.

##∞fl XO@iQÍ =kÖË™êÎ~Ú, Hõà◊=à◊Ñ¨_»QÍ

~å„ «̀O`å Œ̂∞ód™êÎ#∞ <Õ#∞

L Œ̂Ü«∂#<Õ Ñ¨ÅHõiã¨∞ÎOk ã¨O`À+¨O.

h=Ù <åÖ’ Z‰õΩ¯= L<åfl=Ù

<Õ#∞ hÖ’ L#fl^•xHõ<åfl

h=Hȭ _Õ LO_çáÈ`å=Ù

hHÀã¨O |Ü«∞@ "≥̂ Œ∞‰õΩ «̀∞#flÑ¨Ù_»∞, =∞~°Ñ¨ÙÖ’!

✧✧✧✧✧

✤ ✤
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2. Morning Serenade

They say be positive and I want to

who will lament and temper the arrival of dawn.

Gray is the sky

pelting rain on the lonely road.

I am mostly not myself

in the expectant morning.

I take what is given

the smell of insecurity.

I breathe it in, gasping for oxygen

positivity is thin.

I am determined to fight

the mysterious outcome until known.

I wait patiently

until the gray sky invites the sunlight to shine.

I will leap and regale

in the ever widening pale glow of dawn.

✧✧✧✧✧
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2. „Ñ¨ÉèÏ`« w`«O

"åà◊¡O\Ï~°∞ Pâ◊̀ À rqOKåÅx, <å‰õÄ JÖÏ<Õ LOk,

ã¨∂~Àº Œ̂Ü«∂xfl = Œ̂Ìx Z=~°∞ qÅÑ≤™êÎ~°∞?

PHÍâ◊O =∞|∞ƒÅ∞ Hõq∞‡ L#flk

XO@i ^•iÃÑ· =~å¬xfl qã¨∞~°∂Î†

<Õ#∞ <Õ#∞QÍ ÖË#∞

D L Œ̂Ü«∞Ñ¨Ù ~åHõ_»‰õΩ†

<åH˜zÛOk <Õ#∞ fã¨∞‰õΩO\Ï#∞

~°Hõ∆}ÖËx Ñ¨i=∞àÏxfl.

Ö’xH˜ Ñ‘Å∞Û‰õΩO\Ï#∞, PH˜û[<£ HÀã¨O

Pâ◊ L#flk Ñ¨ÅÛQÍ, ã¨#flQÍ

áÈ~å_»_®xˆH xâ◊Û~ÚOK«∞‰õΩ<åfl#∞

=∂i‡Hõ"≥∞ÿ# Ñ¶̈e «̀O ≥̀e¿ãO «̀ =~°‰õÄ.

ã¨Ç¨Ï#O`À Z Œ̂∞~°∞ K«∂™êÎ#∞

=∞|∞ƒÅ∞ `˘ey, xOy, ZO_»#∞ "≥Å∞QÆ∞x=∞‡x PÇ̈fixOKÕO «̀ =~°‰õÄ

P#O Œ̂O`À QÆO «̀∞Å∞ "Õ™êÎ#∞

=∞iO «̀ qãÎ̈ $ «̀=∞=Ù «̀∞#fl L Œ̂Ü«∞ã¨O è̂•ºHÍOuÖ’

✧✧✧✧✧

✤ ✤
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3. Unsteady

My balance had been poor for sometime

robbed me of equilibrium.

I ask you be here within calling distance

whether I call or not.

You think I am incapable of joy now

I am I assure you.

I still have blue sky days

I still have black night skies.

Fragrant flowers outside

and a loving God inside my heart.

I am still as I am

a beautiful light.

Waiting to taste the wine of my survival

where believing is knowing.

✧✧✧✧✧
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3. Jã≤÷q∞ «̀O

<å ã¨=∞ «̀∞Åº «̀ Ö’Ñ≤OzOk H˘<åflà◊√¡QÍ

^ÀK«∞‰õΩáÈ~ÚOk <å ã¨=∞ «̀∂HÍxfl.

<å Ñ≤Å∞Ñ¨Ù HõO Õ̂O «̀ Œ̂∂~°OÖ’ LO_»=∞<åfl#∞

x#∞fl Ñ≤ez<å, Ñ≤Å=‰õΩ<åfl!

h=#∞‰õΩ<åfl=Ù <Õ<å#O Œ̂OQÍ LO_»ÖË#x

<Õ#∞ K≥|∞ «̀∞<åfl#∞ <Õ#∞<åfl#x.

<åH˜OHÍ he xOy ~ÀAÅ∞<åfl~Ú

<åH˜OHÍ xâß~å„u PHÍâßÅ∞<åfl~Ú

|Ü«∞@ Ñ¨ÓÅ Ñ¨i=∞àÏÅ∞

<å Z Œ̂Ö’Ñ¨Å Õ̂=Ùx „¿Ñ=∞ Ñ¶̈ÖÏÅ∞

<ÕxOHÍ <Õ#∞

XHõ JO Œ̂"≥∞ÿ# HÍOux

<å rq «̀ =∞ è̂Œ∞=Ù#∞ ¿ãqOK« "Õz=Ù<åfl#∞

JHȭ _» #=∞‡Hõ"Õ∞ *Ï˝#O.

✧✧✧✧✧

✤ ✤
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4. Where this Journey Ends

Sailing across the sea

of open water

makes me think

of the life I have lived so far

journey of a thousand miles

genetic memory

returning

like salmon spawning.

Holding hands tightly

you whisper

your desire to go back

a primal place

where you once belonged.

I felt the pain

of a hooked fish.

I am unsure

here it all ends

or here it begins.

✧✧✧✧✧
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4. ZHõ¯_» D „Ñ¨Ü«∂}O =ÚQÆ∞ã¨∞ÎOk?

ã¨=Ú„ Œ̂OÖ’

JO «̀∞ÖËx [ÖÏÅÃÑ·

„Ñ¨Ü«∂}˜ã¨∂Î#flÑ¨Ù_»∞

<å PÖ’K«#Ö’H˜ =ã¨∞ÎOk,

<Õx<åflà◊¥¡ rqOz# rq «̀O†

„Ñ¨Ü«∂}˜Oz# "ÕÖÏk "≥∞ÿà◊√¡

J#∞=OtHõ ã¨‡ $ «̀∞Å∞

=∞~°Å =∞~°e =ã¨∞Î#fl@∞¡

™êÅ‡<£ KÕÑ¨ á⁄kˆQ QÆ∞_»¡ÖÏ

KÕ̀ «∞efl QÆ\ì̃QÍ Ñ¨@∞ì‰õΩx

h=Ù QÆ∞ã¨QÆ∞ã¨ÖÏ_»̀ å=Ù

"≥#H˜̄  "≥àÏ¡Å<Õ h HÀiHõ

„áê ä̂Œq∞Hõ"≥∞ÿ# Õ̂

h‰õΩ XHõÑ¨C_»∞ K≥Ok# ã÷̈ÅO Jk.

<Õ#∞ J#∞ÉèíqOKå#Ñ¨C_»∞

QÍÖÏxH˜ «̀QÆ∞Å∞‰õΩ#fl KÕÑ¨ ÉÏ è̂Œ#∞.

<Õ#∞ YzÛ «̀OQÍ K≥Ñ¨ÊÖË#∞

WHȭ _Õ Wk =ÚQÆ∞ã¨∞ÎO Œ̂x

ÖËHõ, WHȭ _Õ Wk "≥Ú Œ̂Å=Ù «̀∞O Œ̂h-

✧✧✧✧✧

✤ ✤
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5. Words

When a poem dawns on me

it shines its lights on me

beauty I hardly deserve.

Showering of words

pour down

delicately

I am drenched.

Swaying in elation

I forget the difference

between pain and healing

between light and dark

between faith and doubts

between promises our bodies make

and the ones they keep.

✧✧✧✧✧
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5. Ñ¨̂ •Å∞

XHõ Hõq «̀ <å‰õΩ «̀\ì̃#Ñ¨Ù_»∞

^•x "≥Å∞QÆ∞ <åÃÑ· „Ñ¨ã¨iã¨∞ÎOk

P JO Œ̂O <å‰õΩ «̀QÆxk.

Ñ¨̂ •Å =~°¬O

‰õΩ~°∞ã¨∞ÎOk

ã¨∞xfl «̀OQÍ

«̀_çzáÈ`å#∞ <Õ#∞.

P#O Œ̂O`À TyáÈ «̀∂

<Õ#∞ =∞~°záÈ`å#∞ Õ̀_®#∞,

ÉÏ è̂Œ‰õΩ ã¨fiã÷̈̀ « K≥O Œ̂_®xH˜ =∞ è̂Œº

"≥Å∞QÆ∞‰õΩ pHõ\˜H˜ =∞ è̂Œº

qâßfi™êxH˜, ã¨O Õ̂Ç¨xH˜ =∞ è̂Œº

"åQÍÌ<åxH˜ <≥~°"Õ~°Û_®xH˜ =∞ è̂Œº

=∞# Õ̂Ç¨Å∞ KÕã≤ ^•K«∞‰õΩ#fl"å\˜x!

✧✧✧✧✧

✤ ✤
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6. Today is the Day

Could you feel

my bruised heart

tender rhythmic cold melody.

Do you know why

I reached out for your hand

as the first snowflakes buried my soul.

I am waiting to know

but there is no need to know

what is already known.

I have seen many blizzards

swirling across the sky but

you never failed to arrive as early spring dawn.

✧✧✧✧✧
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6. D ~ÀA P k#O

h‰õΩ ≥̀Å∞ã¨∞Î#fl^•

<å Ç¨Ï$ Œ̂Ü«∞Ñ¨Ù

ÖË̀ « ÅÜ«∂xfi «̀ j «̀Å ã¨fi~°O?

h‰õΩ ≥̀Å∞™ê

ZO Œ̂∞‰õΩ <Õ#∞ h KÕ~Ú ^•\˜áÈÜ«∂<À

<å P «̀‡#∞ `˘e=∞OK«∞ «̀∞#HõÅ∞ áêuÃÑ_»∞ÎO_»QÍ.

<Õ#∞ ≥̀Å∞ã¨∞HÀ"åÖËx Z Œ̂∞~°∞K«∂ã¨∞Î<åfl#∞

HÍx ≥̀Å∞ã¨∞HÀ"åeû# J=ã¨~°O ÖË̂ Œ∞

Wk=~°̂H ≥̀eã≤# ^•x QÆ∞iOz

<Õ#∞ K«∂™ê<≥<Àfl =∞OK«∞ «̀∞á¶ê#∞Å#∞,

PHÍâ◊OÖ’ ã¨∞_»∞Å∞ u~°∞QÆ∞ «̀∞#fl"å\˜x

HÍx, h=Ù ~å‰õΩO_® LO_»=Ù

=ÚO Œ̂∞QÍ<Õ

=KÕÛ =ã¨O`À Œ̂Ü«∞OÖÏ!

✧✧✧✧✧

✤ ✤
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7. Riding Alone

I am young no longer

except to those who are older.

I grew even older when diagnosed with cancer.

Body chemistry changes from light to yellow

to layers of dark

under chemotherapy regime

punctual pain.

I am reincarnated

as two thirds polluted toxins.

I don’t know how to live this life

I want to

at least today.

I don’t want to end with this ending.

Dawn leans in.

I ride into a dazzling world.

Alone in silence.

8. Faith

I gape, I snicker

as air swirls

with so much that is visible.

I wish

I had eyes to see what I can’t

the invisible.

What is seen is fleeting.

What is unseen is eternal.

✧✧✧✧✧
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7. XO@iQÍ ™êfis

WOHÍ <Õ#∞ Ü«Ú=‰õΩ_çx HÍ#∞
<åHõ<åfl ÃÑ Œ̂Ì"åà◊¡‰õΩ «̀Ñ¨Ê,
HÍº#û~ü Jx ≥̀e™êHõ =∞iO «̀ =$ Œ̂∞ú_ç<≥·<å#∞
â◊s~° ~°™êÜ«∞#âßGO =∂iOk Ñ¨ã¨∞Ñ¨Ù‰õΩ ≥̀Å∞Ñ¨Ù #∞Oz
WÑ¨C_»∞ #Å¡\˜á⁄~°Å "ÕÑ¨Ù‰õΩ
'H©"≥∂^ä≥~°Ñ‘— ~å[ºO
ÉÏ è̂ŒÅHÍÅ"åÅO
<å‰õΩ Ñ¨Ù#~°˚#‡
=¸_çO@ Ô~O_»∞ =O «̀∞Å HÍÅ∞+¨ºÑ¨Ù q+¨ Ñ¨̂ •~å÷Å =Å¡
<å‰õΩ ≥̀eÜ«∞ Œ̂∞ ZÖÏ D rq`åxfl QÆ_»áêÖ’
Hõhã¨O ZÖÏQÀÖÏ
D ~À*·̌<å | «̀HÍÅx!
D =ÚyOÑ¨Ù <å‰õΩ = Œ̂∞Ì
ã¨O è̂•ºHÍÅO "åÅ∞ «̀∞#flk
q∞~°∞q∞@∞¡ Q˘e¿Ñ „Ñ¨Ñ¨OK«OÖ’H˜ ™êfis
XO@iQÍ, xâ◊≈|ÌOÖ’.

✤ ✤

8. qâßfiã¨O

Pâ◊Û~°ºO`À, «̀$}©HÍ~°O`À
QÍe ã¨∞_»∞Å∞ u~°∞QÆ∞ «̀∞O_»QÍ
ZO`À L#flk, HõxÑ≤OKÕk,
<Õ#∞ HÀ~°∞‰õΩO\Ï#∞
WOHÍ K«∂_»xk D Hõà◊¡̀ À K«∂_®Åx
HõO\˜H˜ HõxÑ≤OK«x "å\˜x
=_ç=_çQÍ áÈ «̀∞#fl"å\˜x†
K«∂_»xq J#O «̀"≥∞ÿ#q, âßâ◊fi «̀"≥∞ÿ#q.
K«∂_®Åx HÀ~°∞‰õΩO\Ï#∞ <Õ#∞!

✧✧✧✧✧

✤ ✤
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9. What is wished and can’t be …

The day was ordinary.

No fear, no quivering.

No obsessive hopes.

No thoughts of pain.

A sudden discovery

cancerous lymphatic nodes.

All things change.

Darkness descends.

The universe turns upside down.

I don’t look away.

I am determined to stay alert.

I will fight for light.

I will not vanish.

Something stirs inside me.

A desire to stay awake.

It can be anything.

It is everything.

✧✧✧✧✧
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9. Uq HÀ~°∞‰õΩ<åfl"≥∂ Jk [~°QÆ^Œ∞...

Wk =∂=¸Å∞ ~ÀA

ÉèíÜ«∞O ÖË̂ Œ∞, =}∞‰õΩ_»∞ ÖË̂ Œ∞

q∞ug∞i# Pâ◊Å∞ ÖË=Ù

ÉÏ è̂ŒÅ PÖ’K«#Å∞ ÖË=Ù

JHõ™ê‡ «̀∞ÎQÍ |Ü«∞@Ñ¨_çOk

eOÑ¶π „QÆO ä̂Œ∞Å HÍº#û~ü

Jhfl =∂iáÈÜ«∂~Ú

JO`å pHõ\˜

„Ñ¨Ñ¨OK«O «̀Å¡H˜O Œ̂∞Ö·̌#k.

<Õ#∞ J@∞ K«∂_»É’#∞

"≥∞Å‰õΩ=QÍ LO_ÕO Œ̂∞‰õΩ xâ◊Û~ÚOK«∞‰õΩ<åfl#∞

"≥Å∞QÆ∞ HÀã¨O áÈ~å_»∞`å#∞

<Õ#∞ J Œ̂$â◊Û"≥∞ÿáÈ#∞

<åÖ’ L Õ̀Îl «̀"≥∞ÿ# Õ̂̂ À

"≥∞Å‰õΩ=QÍ LO_®Å#fl HÀiHõ

Jk U ≥̂·<å HÍ=K«∞Û

J Õ̂ Jhfl, U ≥̂·<å J Õ̂!

✧✧✧✧✧

✤ ✤
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10.  Uncertain Waters

The present

seems entangled

unable to move.

The smells of

roses and daisies.

Rainwater pools in the garden.

Shining lights

pine tree needles shimmer

become kaleidoscope.

You held my hand

softly making me see my whole

lifetime floating by.

You craved to go with me

where things

light up on their own.

I tell you about the unknown journey

inscrutable meaning

though I may all to well know it sometime.

✧✧✧✧✧
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10. JxtÛ̀ « [ÖÏÅ∞

=~°Î=∂#O HõxÑ≤ã¨∞Î#flk

z‰õΩ¯=Ú_»∞ÅÖ’

Hõ̂ ŒÅ_®xH˜ gÅ∞ ÖË‰õΩO_®.

QÆ∞ÖÏcÅ∞, _≥~ÚrÅ

Ñ¨i=∞àÏÅ∞

`À@Ö’ "å# h\˜ QÆ∞O@Å∞.

„Ñ¨HÍtOKÕ náêÅ∞

ÃÑ·<£ K≥@¡ ã¨∂ Œ̂∞ÖÏ¡O\˜ P‰õΩÅ∞

ÔHÖˇ_çÜ≥∂™È¯Ñ¨Ù =~å‚ÅÖ’,

h=Ù <å KÕux Ñ¨@∞ì‰õΩ<åfl=Ù

=∞$ Œ̂∞=ÙQÍ, <Õ#∞ ã¨=∞™êÎhfl K«∂¿ãO Œ̂∞‰õΩ

rq «̀HÍÅO Õ̀Å∞ «̀∂ áÈ «̀∞O_»QÍ

h=Ù <å`À ~å"åÅx «̀Ñ≤OKå=Ù

ZHȭ _≥·̀ Õ

ã¨fiÜ«∞O„Ñ¨HÍâ◊Ñ¨Ù q+¨Ü«∂Å∞O\ÏÜ≥∂ JHȭ _»‰õΩ

<Õ#∞ K≥|∞`å#∞ J#∞HÀx „Ñ¨Ü«∂}O QÆ∞iOz

q_»=∞~°K«ÖËx J~°÷O

<å‰õΩ H˘kÌHÍÅOQÍ ÉÏQÍ ≥̀eã≤# q+¨Ü«∞"Õ∞!

✧✧✧✧✧

✤ ✤
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11. Stones

It is the sowing season.

I move out of darkness

into the light.

Stones sprout as seeds.

Soft shoots

whisper the secrets of living.

It says:

love isn’t wanting another to want me

it’s living contently with

who I am

what I have.

✧✧✧✧✧
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11. ~åà◊√¡

Wk <å@¡ HÍÅO

<Õ#∞ =KåÛ#∞

pHõ\˜ #∞Oz "≥Å∞QÆ∞Ö’H˜

~åà◊√¡ "≥ÚÅ∞ã¨∞Î<åfl~Ú q «̀Î<åÅÖÏ

=∞$ Œ̂∞"≥·# "≥ÚÅHõÅ∞

QÆ∞ã¨QÆ∞ã¨ÖÏ_»∞ «̀∞<åfl~Ú r=# ~°Ç¨Ï™êºefl

Jq K≥|∞ «̀∞<åfl~Ú...

„¿Ñ=∞ J<Õk W «̀~°∞Å∞ ##∞fl

HÀ~°∞HÀ"åÅ<Õ HÀiHõ HÍ Œ̂∞

Jk ã¨O «̀$Ñ≤ÎQÍ rqOK«_»O

<Õ<≥=i<À JÖÏ

<åˆH=Ú#fl^À ^•x`À!

✧✧✧✧✧

✤ ✤
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12. Tomorrow

When the morning light slivers highlight the water

we meet.

There is beauty all around

no words.

Bliss and grace

ecstasy and embrace.

When the fires of love vanish

where does forever go.

We open our eyes

it’s tomorrow.

✧✧✧✧✧
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12. ˆ~Ñ¨Ù

L Œ̂Ü«∞HÍO «̀∞Å∞ h\˜x pÅ∞ã¨∂Î

„Ñ¨HÍtOÑ¨ KÕã¨∞Î#flÑ¨Ù_»∞ Hõe™êO =∞#O.

Jxfl "ÕÑ¨ÙÖÏ ™œO Œ̂~°º"Õ∞

=∂@Å∞ ÖË=Ù

Ñ¨~°=∂#O^ŒO, Hõ~°∞}

ã¨O`À+¨O, H“yeO «̀

„¿Ñ=∞ *ÏfiÅÅ Œ̂$â◊º"≥∞ÿ#Ñ¨Ù_»∞

ZHȭ _»‰õΩ áÈ «̀∞Ok âßâ◊fi «̀OQÍ?

=∞#O Hõà◊√¡ ≥̀~°∞™êÎO

Jk J=Ù «̀∞Ok =∞~°∞ã¨\˜~ÀA.

✧✧✧✧✧

✤ ✤
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13. Water we Are

Rushing rivers of dreams

desires and hopes from

the depths of my heart

wish to meet the ocean

merge and submerge

as one tide

on a silent night

we are water.

Spilled secrets and

footprints on the shore

we rise as vapours

fall as raindrops

turning into runaway streams

to the ocean bound

holding back misty tears

we are water.

Dewdrops on grass

bubbles surface

shine

smile

blink

disappear

unseen

water we are.

✧✧✧✧✧
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13. [ÖÏÅO =∞#O

=_ç=_çQÍ „Ñ¨=Ç≤ÏOKÕ HõÅÅ # Œ̂∞Å∞

HÀiHõÅ∞, Pâ◊Å∞

<å Ç¨Ï$ Œ̂Ü«∞Ñ¨Ù Ö’ «̀∞Å∞flOz†

ã¨=Ú„ Œ̂OÖ’ Hõeã≤áÈ"åÅx

Hõeã≤, qb#"≥∞ÿ

XHõ JÅQÍ

F xâ◊≈|Ì ~å„uÃÑ·#

=∞#O [ÖÏÅO!

q~°l=∞‡|_ç# ~°Ç¨Ï™êºÅ∞

f~å# Ñ¨̂ Œ=Ú„ Œ̂Å∞

=∞#O ÃÑ·H˜ÖË™êÎO PqiQÍ

Ñ¨_çáÈ`åO "å# K«∞Hȭ Å∞QÍ

U~°∞¡QÍ =∂i Ñ¨~°=à◊√¡ `˘‰õΩ¯ «̀∂

ã¨=Ú„ Œ̂O "ÕÑ¨Ù Ñ¨Ü«∞x™êÎO

Hõhflà◊¡#∞ aQÆ|@∞ì‰õΩx

=∞#O [ÖÏÅO!

Ñ¨K«ÛQÆ_ç¤ÃÑ· á⁄QÆ=∞OK«∞ aO Œ̂∞=ÙÅO

ÃÑ·‰õΩaH˜# |∞_»QÆÅO

„Ñ¨HÍtã¨∂Î

z~°∞#=ÙfiÖ’Î

q∞}∞‰õΩ q∞}∞‰õΩ=∞O@∂ J Œ̂$â◊º=∞=Ù`åO

HÍ#~å‰õΩO_®,

=∞#O [ÖÏÅO!

✧✧✧✧✧

✤ ✤
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14.  Everything…

Every flower withers

every leaf falls

without regret

or grief.

Wind just blows

water just flows

without why or

question.

Leafing through every possibility

nothing stays

the way I remember it.

Why worry?

15. Dolce Vita

Sometimes we aren’t

given a choice.

A profound sadness

in the full moon’s blue glow.

Brings joy

I never thought possible.

I seek that joy.

A new direction to follow.

✧✧✧✧✧
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14. „Ñ¨un...

„Ñ¨u Ñ¨Ù=Ùfi "å_çáÈ «̀∞Ok
„Ñ¨u P‰õÄ ~åeáÈ «̀∞Ok
Ñ¨âßÛ`åÎÑ¨O ÖË‰õΩO_®
Ñ¨i`åÑ¨=¸ ÖË‰õΩO_®,

QÍe JÖÏ =ã¨∞ÎOk
h~°∞ JÖÏ „Ñ¨=Ç≤Ïã¨∞ÎOk
ZO Œ̂∞Hõx J_»QÆ‰õΩO_®
„Ñ¨tflOK«‰õΩO_®,

„Ñ¨u ™ê è̂Œº™ê è̂•ºÅ#∞ â’kè¿ãÎ
≥̀Å∞ã¨∞ÎOk, Un âßâ◊fi «̀O HÍ Œ̂x

<å‰õΩ ≥̀eã≤# Ñ¨̂ èŒOÖ’
WOÔHO Œ̂∞H© qKå~°O?

✤ ✤

15. =∞ è̂Œ∞~°"≥∞ÿ# rq «̀O

H˘xfl™ê~°∞¡ =∞#‰õΩ W=fi|_»̂ Œ∞
J=HÍâ◊O

xQÆ∂_è»"≥∞ÿ# qKå~°O
Ñ¨Ó~°‚K«O„ Œ̂∞_ç heHÍOuÖ’

≥̀ã¨∞ÎOk P#O^•xfl
<Õ#∞ ™ê è̂ŒºO HÍ Œ̂#∞‰õΩ#fl KÀ@

<å‰õΩ HÍ"åe P P#O Œ̂O,
J#∞ã¨iOKÕO Œ̂∞‰õΩ H˘ «̀Î kâ◊.

✧✧✧✧✧

✤ ✤
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16.  Infinite Time, Boundless Love

(1)

Come with me

liberate our souls from

trivial pursuit.

Remember

seeking passion

never stops.

Lovers always find love

rivers always

find the oceans

drop by drop

after  journeys

through mountains

plains

deserts

thousands of miles

to converge

and vanish.

(2)

I will show you the origin

of infinite time

where the darkness

inseparable from the light

can be seen only through

changing seasons
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16. J#O «̀HÍÅO, JÑ¨iq∞ «̀ „¿Ñ=∞

1
<å`À ~å

=∞# P «̀‡Å#∞ q_çÑ≤OK«∞

=$ è̂• "≥̂ Œ∞‰õΩÖÏ@Å #∞Oz

QÆ∞~°∞ÎOK«∞HÀ

L Õ̂fiQÍÅÔH· J<Õfi+¨}

PyáÈ^Õ<å_»∂.

„¿Ñq∞‰õΩÅÔHÅ¡Ñ¨C_»∂ ^˘~°∞‰õΩ «̀∞Ok „¿Ñ=∞

# Œ̂∞Å∞ ZÑ¨C_»∂

Hõ#∞Q˘O\Ï~Ú ã¨=Ú„^•xfl

ÉÁ@∞¡ÉÁ@∞¡QÍ

Ñ¨Ü«∞xã¨∂Î

H˘O_»Å∞, "≥∞ÿ̂ •<åÅ∞, Z_®~°∞Å∞ ^•\˜

"ÕÖÏk "≥∞ÿà◊√¡ „Ñ¨=Ç≤ÏOz

Hõeã≤ J Œ̂$â◊º=∞=Ù`å~Ú.

2
h‰õΩ K«∂Ñ≤™êÎ#∞

J#O «̀HÍÅÑ¨Ù [#‡™ê÷<åxfl.

pHõ\˜ "≥Å∞QÆ∞Å∞

JqÉèÏ[º"≥∞ÿ# KÀ@∞#∞

Jk HÍ#=ã¨∞ÎOk

|∞∞ «̀∞=ÙÅ =∂~°∞ÊÅÖ’

✤ ✤
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spring buds

summer blossoms

autumn leaves and

wrinkled winter skins.

(3)

The nature of time

is not loneliness but companionship.

Exhale isolation

stretch hands

catch the light

inhale love

open the doors of your heart and

let feet dance to the music of life

the fragrance of passion.

(4)

Love is to the lover

what the lover is to love,

like a seed to a flower

a flower to a seed.

Time a messenger of love

an angel

that resides inside hearts.

You can’t own it

just feel it through the senses:
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=ã¨O «̀Ñ¨Ù "≥ÚQÆæÅÖ’
"Õã¨q Ñ¨ÓÅ qHÍã¨OÖ’
â◊~°̀ å¯ÅÑ¨Ù P‰õΩÅÖ’
=Ú_»̀ «Å∞ Ñ¨_ç# tt~° K«~å‡ÅÖ’

3
HÍÅÑ¨Ù ã¨fiÉèÏ=O
XO@i «̀#O HÍ Œ̂∞, Jk `À_»∞
q_çQÍ LO_»_®xx |Ü«∞@‰õΩ = Œ̂e
KÕ̀ «∞Å∞ *ÏÑ¨Ù
"≥Å∞QÆ∞#∞ Ñ¨@∞ìHÀ
„¿Ñ=∞#∞ xâ◊fiã≤OK«∞
h Ç¨Ï$ Œ̂Ü«∞ ^•fi~åÅ#∞ ≥̀~°z
r=# ã¨Ow`åxH˜ áê^•Å#∞ #$ «̀ºO KÕÜ«∞h.
L Õ̂fiQÍÅ Ñ¨i=∞àÏÅÖ’.

4
„¿Ñ=∞ „¿Ñq∞‰õΩÅ‰õΩ
„¿Ñq∞‰õΩ_»∞ „¿Ñ=∞‰õΩ
q «̀Î#O Ñ¨ÙëêÊxÔHÖÏQÀ
Ñ¨ÙëêÊxH˜ JÖÏ q «̀Î#O.

„¿Ñ=∞‰õΩ "å~åÎÇ¨Ï~°∞_»∞ HÍÅO
Ç¨Ï$ Œ̂Ü«∂ÅÖ’ x=ã≤OKÕ
Õ̂= Œ̂∂ «̀

h=Ù ^•xx ã¨fiO «̀O KÕã¨∞HÀÖË=Ù
WO„kÜ«∞QÀK«~°"≥∞ÿ# Œ̂k
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touch, smell, taste, sight and sound

spirit bound.

(5)

Desires are the oceans

waiting for rivers to arrive

in rapid procession

waves

rise like kissing lips

infused with celestial tastes.

Love is life

its genesis, radiance

and creation: a river

seeking the ocean.

✧✧✧✧✧
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ã¨Ê~°≈, "åã¨#, ~°∞z, K«∂Ñ¨Ù, â◊|ÌO ^•fi~å
P «̀‡‰õΩ |OkèOÑ¨|_ç#k.

5

HÀiHõÅ∞ ã¨=Ú„^•ÖÏ¡O\˜q
# Œ̂∞Å HÀã¨O Z Œ̂∞~°∞ K«∂ã¨∞ÎO\Ï~Ú
"ÕQÆOQÍ =ã¨∞Î#fl Tˆ~yOÑ¨ÙÅ∞QÍ
JÅÅ`À
Zyã≤Ñ¨_»̀ å~Ú =Ú^•Ì_Õ ÃÑ^•ÖÏ¡
k=º~°∞K«∞Å`À xOÑ¨|_ç.

„¿Ñ=∞ J<Õk rq «̀O
^•x Ñ¨Ù@∞ìHõ, „Ñ¨HÍâ◊O
ã¨$+≤ì† XHõ #k
ã¨=Ú„^•xfl J<Õfi+≤OK«_»O

✧✧✧✧✧
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17. Gradual Fading

what you hear is not what I’m saying

like a stain

from a bleeding heart

no two people see

the same

colors or shades.

To create something new

is to disregard

what was there before.

Passion can bring you there

but not create it.

17A. Pining Soul

Where have the gusting winds gone

wonders the withered trees.

Where have the hauling rains gone

wonders the flooded streets.

Where have the gushing waters gone

wonders scattered debris on the beach.

What have the sweet lovers done

moan the broken hearts.

Why do we hold on to the past and

wonder where the present has gone

✧✧✧✧✧
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17. „Hõ"Õ∞Ñ‘ =∂ã≤áÈ=_»O

h=Ù q<Õk <Õ#∞ K≥|∞ «̀∞#flk HÍ Œ̂∞
~°HõÎO HÍ~°∞ «̀∞#fl Ç¨Ï$ Œ̂Ü«∞O #∞Oz
JO\˜# F =∞~°Hõ
U W^ŒÌ~°∂
XˆH ~°HõOQÍ LO_»~°∞
~°OQÆ∞Ö’ QÍx, KèåÜ«∞Ö’ QÍx.

H˘ «̀Î Œ̂<åxfl ã¨$lOK«_»=∞O>Ë
JO «̀‰õΩ =ÚO Œ̂∞#fl ^•xx
u~°ã¨̄ iOK«_»O, Ñ¨\ì̃OK«∞HÀHõáÈ=_»O.

L Õ̂fiQÆO x#flHȭ _»‰õΩ fã¨∞‰õΩ"≥à◊√ÎOk
HÍx, ã¨$+≤ìOK«̂ Œ∞.

✤ ✤

17Z. qÅÑ≤ã¨∞Î#fl P «̀‡

'ZHȭ _çH˜ áÈÜ«∂Ü«∂ gKÕ QÍÅ∞Å∞— -Jx
Pâ◊Û~°ºáÈ «̀∞O\Ï~Ú "å_ç# K≥@∞¡

-'ZHȭ _çH˜ áÈÜ«∂Ü«∂ "≥∂ã¨∞‰õΩáÈÜÕ∞ =~å¬Å∞—- Jx
Pâ◊Û~°ºáÈ «̀∞O\Ï~Ú =~°̂ ŒÖ’¡ g è̂Œ∞Å∞.

-'ZHȭ _çH˜ áÈÜ«∂Ü«∂ Ñ¨~°=à◊¡ „Ñ¨"åÇ¨Å∞— -Jx
Pâ◊Û~°ºÑ¨_»∞ «̀∞O\Ï~Ú cKüÖ’ ¿Ñ~°∞‰õΩ#fl K≥̀ åÎK≥̂ •~åÅ∞

'UO KÕ¿ã"ås =∞ è̂Œ∞~° „¿Ñq∞‰õΩÅ∞— -Jx
qÅÑ≤™êÎ~Ú Ñ¨ye# Ç¨Ï$ Œ̂Ü«∂Å∞.

=∞#O QÆ̀ åxfl Ñ¨@∞ì‰õΩx "ÕÖÏ_»∞ «̀∂
'=~°Î=∂#"Õ∞"≥∞ÿO Œ̂x Pâ◊Û~°ºÑ¨_»∞ «̀∞O\ÏO— ZO Œ̂∞‰õΩ?

✧✧✧✧✧

✤ ✤
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18. Ocean of Love

I come to you

leaving my home of

snow-capped peaks

forest streams

roaring waterfalls

running rivers

to dive into your depths

to merge in your love.

I come to make you

the soul of my senses

the eyes of my sight

the feeling of my lips

the sound of my laughter

the scent of my breath

the rhythm of my heart

the taste of my tongue.

I come to you

leaving behind

my fears

my doubts

my vulnerabilities.

O my love

take me as I am

into your embrace.

Forever

I am yours.

✧✧✧✧✧
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18. „¿Ñ=∞ ã¨=Ú„̂ ŒO

<Õ#∞ =KåÛ#∞ h Œ̂QÆæ~°‰õΩ
=∞OK«∞ HõÑ≤Ê# tY~åÅ
WO\˜x = Œ̂e

J_»q ÃãÅÜÕ∞~°∞¡
Ñ¶̈∞’+≤OKÕ [Åáê`åÅ∞
=_çQÍ „Ñ¨=Ç≤ÏOKÕ # Œ̂∞Å∞QÍ
h Ö’ «̀∞Ö’¡H˜ Œ̂∂Hõ_®xH˜
hÖ’ Hõeã≤ áÈ=_®xH˜.

<Õ#∞ =KåÛ#∞ h Œ̂QÆæ~°‰õΩ
<å WO„kÜ«∂Å‰õΩ P «̀‡QÍ =∞Å∞K«∞HÀ=_®xH˜
<å Œ̂$+≤ìH˜ Hõ#∞flÅ∞QÍ
<å ÃÑ^•Å J#∞Éèí∂uQÍ
<å #=ÙfiÅ è̂Œ∞xQÍ
<å TÑ≤i Ñ¨i=∞à◊OQÍ
<å Ç¨Ï$ Œ̂Ü«∞Ñ¨Ù ÅÜ«∞QÍ
<å lÇ¨Ïfi ~°∞zQÍ

<Õ#∞ =KåÛ#∞ h Œ̂QÆæ~°‰õΩ
Jxfl\˜x =ke
<å ÉèíÜ«∂Å#∞
<å ã¨O Õ̂Ç¨Å#∞
<å Ö’@∞áê@¡#∞†
F <å „¿Ñ=∂
ã‘fiHõiOK«∞ ##∞fl ##∞flQÍ
h H“yeÖ’H˜
ZÑ¨Ê\˜H© <Õ#∞ h"å_çx.

✧✧✧✧✧

✤ ✤
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19. Aching Heart
(dedicated to my father Mr. B.C. Bhargava)

It may be long ago

but I can’t forget that time.

At night

I lie alone

upon the bed

composing lost words

over my chest

recollecting

those days - my father

longed to meet his eldest son.

He knew but he

wouldn’t come

couldn’t come.

Dust particles shimmer

in his overgrown beard

he asks his second eldest

read the scriptures

for his final departure.

How can I let you go

no chance of meeting again.

As ether

you evaporated

In front of my eyes.

I am

What’s left of you

ashen residue.

✧✧✧✧✧
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19. ÉÏ^è•`«Ñ¨Î Ç¨Ï$^ŒÜ«∞O
(Ñ¨ÓAºÅ∞ <å#flQÍ~°∞ a.ã≤. ÉèÏ~°æ=‰õΩ)

KåÖÏ ~ÀAÅ~ÚºOk HÍ=K«∞Û
HÍx, P ã¨=∞Ü«∂xfl =∞~°záÈÖË#∞.

~å„uÑ¨Ó@
=∞OK«O g∞ Œ̂,
XO@iQÍ Ñ¨_»∞‰õΩ#flÑ¨Ù_»∞
áÈQ˘@∞ì‰õΩ#fl Ñ¨̂ •efl ≥̀K«∞Û‰õΩx
<å Z Œ̂ÃÑ·
QÆ∞~°∞Î ÃÑ@∞ì‰õΩO\Ï#∞
P ~ÀAefl - <å «̀O„_ç
«̀# ÃÑ Œ̂Ì‰õΩ=∂~°∞_çÔH· xsH∆̃ã¨∞Î#fl Hõ∆}Ïefl.

PÜ«∞#‰õΩ ≥̀Å∞ã¨∞
J «̀_»∞ ~å_»x
~åÖË_»h-

è̂Œ∂o Hõ}ÏÅ∞ "≥∞~°∞ã¨∞Î<åfl~Ú
ÃÑiy# J «̀_ç QÆ_»¤OÃÑ·
PÜ«∞# J_çQÍ_»∞ Ô~O_À ‰õΩ=∂~°∞_çx
≥̂·= âßã¨<åefl, k=º "åHÍºefl Ñ¨iîOK«=∞x

JOu=∞ Ñ¶̈∞_çÜ«∞ÅÖ’-

<Õ#∞ x<≥flÖÏ "≥à◊¡x™êÎ#∞
=∞~°Å HõÅ∞ã¨∞‰õΩ<Õ J=HÍâ◊"Õ∞ ÖË̂ Œ∞

D è̂Œ~ü "åÜ«Ú=ÙÖÏ
h=Ù PqÔ~· áÈ~Ú<å=Ù <å Hõà◊¡=ÚO Õ̂.

<Õ#∞, hÖ’ q∞ye#
HÍã≤O «̀ |∂_ç̂ Œ#∞.

✧✧✧✧✧

✤ ✤
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20. Beeji

(dedicated to my mother Mrs. Vidya Wati Bhargava)

She moves her hands

in rhythms of uncertainty

pointing to the corner

where the walls meet the ceiling.

With folded hands

she gathers prayers

from the air

for the wellbeing of her family.

No one there

to hear her last words

she too weak to speak.

Some nights my heart

won’t let me sleep.

I wish I had her hand in mine

my voice soothing her ears

saying prayers softly

whispering small sighs of gratitude

for bringing me to life

touching her forehead tenderly

massaging her palms and feet

giving her love and dignity.
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20. cr
(J=∞‡ q^•º=u ÉèÏ~°æ=‰õΩ)

P"≥∞ «̀# KÕ̀ «∞efl HõkeOKÕk

JxtÛ «̀ ÅÜ«∞ÅÖ’

F =¸Å"ÕÑ¨Ù K«∂Ñ≤ã¨∂Î

QÀ_»Å∞, ÃÑ·HõÑ¨C Hõe¿ãKÀ@

=Ú‰õΩo «̀ Ç¨Ï™êÎÅ`À

„áê~°÷#Å∞ KÕ¿ãk

QÍeÖ’ áÈQÆ∞KÕã¨∂Î

‰õΩ@∞O|Ñ¨Ù =∞OzÔH·

JHȭ _≥=fi~°∂ ÖË~°∞

P"≥∞ PYi =∂@Å∞ q<ÕO Œ̂∞‰õΩ

=∂\Ï¡_Õ â◊HÎ̃ P"≥∞Ö’ ÖË̂ Œ∞

H˘xfl ~å„ «̀∞à◊√¡ <å QÆ∞O_≥

##∞fl x„ Œ̂áÈxKÕÛk HÍ Œ̂∞

P"≥∞ KÕux <å KÕ̀ «∞Ö’¡ LOK«∞‰õΩx

<å ã¨fi~°O P"≥∞‰õΩ LÑ¨â◊=∞<åxfl=fiQÍ

=∞O„ Œ̂OQÍ „áê~°÷#Å∞ KÕã¨∂Î

Hõ$ «̀[˝̀ «Å x@∂ì~°∞ÊÅ#∞ q_»∞ã¨∂Î

<å‰õΩ rq`åxfl „Ñ¨™êkOz#O Œ̂∞‰õΩ

P"≥∞ #∞ Œ̂∞\˜x `åH˜

P"≥∞ J~°KÕ̀ «∞efl, áê^•efl =∞~°Ì# KÕã¨∂Î

P"≥∞‰õΩ „¿Ñ=∞#∞, Ç¨ïO^• «̀<åxfl W"åfiÅx PtOKå#∞.

✤ ✤
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You are source of my origin

nucleus of my existence

my root

my essence.

Alas I was not there when

life let you go and

you took your last breath.

You were always

for your children

overlooking their faults

loving them.

You walk to the market

carry grocery bags

cook

fluffy flat bread roti

making pickles out of

spiced dreams and hopes.

Day after day you

washed dirty laundry

to the refreshing

smiles

of your children.

Still I cannot believe your

fragile body making

its way into a morgue

refrigerator

in a hospital gown.
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<å Ñ¨Ù@∞ìHõ‰õΩ HÍ~°}O h=Ù
<å LxH˜H˜ ̂HO„ Œ̂O
<å "Õ~°∞
<å ™ê~°O.

JÜ≥∂º, <Õ#Hȭ _»ÖË#∞
h=Ù PYiâßfiã¨ Ñ‘eÛ#Ñ¨C_»∞
„áê}O x#∞fl q_çz "≥o¡#Ñ¨Ù_»∞.

h"≥Ñ¨C_»∂ |uH˜<å=Ù
h Ñ≤Å¡Å HÀã¨"Õ∞
"åà◊¡ «̀Ñ¨Cefl Hõ∆q∞Oz
„¿Ñq∞Oz<å=Ù "åà◊¡#∞.

|*Ï~°∞‰õΩ #_»∞K«∞‰õΩO@∂ áÈ~Ú
™ê=∂#∞, ã¨OK«∞efl "≥∂ã¨∞‰õΩO@∂ =zÛ
J#flO, ‰õÄ~°Å∞ =O_ç, Ñ≤O_ç̀ À
K«áêfÅ∞ <˘H˜̄ , P#Hõ
T~°∞QÍÜ«∞efl KÕ¿ã^•xq
ã¨∞QÆO è̂Œ „ Œ̂"åºÅ HõÅÅ∞, Pâ◊Ö’Î

„Ñ¨u k#O, =∂ã≤# |@ìefl LuH˜
Ñ≤Å¡Å "≥∂=ÚÅÃÑ·
z~°∞#=Ùfiefl "≥Å~ÚOKÕ ^•xq

WOHÍ <Õ#∞ #=∞‡ÖË‰õΩ<åfl#∞
h |ÅÇ‘Ï# Õ̂Ç¨ÏO
Ç¨ã≤Ê@Öò Q“#∞Ö’
â◊"åQÍ~°Ñ¨Ù

j «̀Å ¿Ñ\˜HõÖ’H˜ "≥à◊¡_®xx.
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Your trunk kept at

a far-off place Jullundur

for no known reason.

I wish

I could retrieve your favourite

dress of salwar kameez

and a woollen shawl

iron it

help you put it on

go back in time

to where all your children

huddle around a coal burning Anggeethi

you telling folk tales.

When I pour your ashes

into the holy waters of the Ganges

it reminds me of lives lived

voices spoken and heard long ago

begging forgiveness for the follies of their lives.

✧✧✧✧✧
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WOHÍ h áê «̀ „@O‰õΩÃÑ>ì̌

^Œ∂~°Ñ¨Ù [ÅO^èŒ~ü

ZO Œ̂∞‰õΩ#fl^À ≥̀eÜ«∞ Œ̂∞.

<Õ#∞ PtOKå#∞

hH˜+ì̈"≥∞ÿ# ã¨ÖÏfi~ü Hõg∞*ò,

Lxfl âßÅ∞"å fã¨∞‰õΩ=zÛ

W„ã‘Î KÕã≤, h‰õΩ `˘_»QÆQÍ

QÆ̀ «OÖ’H˜ =∞~°e

h=Ù, h Ñ≤Å¡Å∂

'JOwu— ÉÁQÆ∞æÅ á⁄~Úº =ÚO Œ̂∞

"Õ_ç HÍK«∞‰õΩO@∂, h=Ù K≥¿ÑÊ

*Ï#Ñ¨̂ Œ QÍ è̂ŒÅ∞ qO@∂O_»_®xx.

<Õ#∞ h Jã≤÷Hõefl

Ñ¨q„ «̀ QÆOQÍ[ÖÏÖ’¡ x=∞[˚#O KÕã¨∞Î#flÑ¨Ù_»∞

<å‰õΩ QÆ∞~°∞Î‰õΩ ≥̀KåÛ~Ú rq`åÅ∞

Z<åflà◊¡ „H˜̀ «"≥∂ =∂\Ï¡_»∞‰õΩ#fl =∂@Å∞

P<å_»∞ KÕã≤# «̀Ñ¨CÅ‰õΩ Hõ∆=∂Ñ¨}Å∞.

✧✧✧✧✧
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21. Return to the Source

(dedicated to bhabhiji: sister-in-law Dr. Asha Bhargava)

Tired of impending Karma

divinity of gods

schemes of chemotherapy and

hordes of doctors

she left as if it didn’t anymore matter

without uttering a word.

Her imminent going was coming

she knew

it was too much truth

for her starved stomach to digest.

All she wanted was a morsel of food

a simple taste of reality.

Ancestors await the return of bones

to the river

for a reunion to occur with

long gone souls.

Bringing her mortal remains

to the river

our hearts run backwards

with the trees outside

the speeding train –

mute and remorseful

we know

we all have to meet

our ancestors

some day.

A handful of ash

your last physical

remnant

dropped into mother Ganges

becomes a flower

drifts away.

✧✧✧✧✧
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21. ‰õΩ Œ̂∞~°∞Ö’H˜ =∞~°Å_»O
(ÉèÏcèr _®Hõì~ü Pâß ÉèÏ~°æ=‰õΩ)

Hõ~°‡ J#∞Éèí"åxH˜
Õ̂= «̀Å k=º`åfixH˜

=∞O Œ̂∞Å „Ñ¨ÉèÏ"åxH˜
"≥·̂ Œ∞ºÅ ã¨=¸Ç¨xH˜
JÅã≤áÈ~Ú, P"≥∞ x„+¨̄ q∞OzOk
J Õ̂g∞ ÃÑ Œ̂Ì q+¨Ü«∞O HÍ Œ̂#fl@∞¡
XHȭ  Ñ¨Å∞‰õÄ ÖË‰õΩO_®<Õ!

"≥o¡áÈ=_»O «̀Ñ¨Êxã¨iQÍ
=∞~°ÖÏ ~å=_®xˆH#x P"≥∞‰õΩ ≥̀Å∞ã¨∞.
Jk ÉèíiOK«ÖËx x[O
P"≥∞ á⁄@ì JiyOK«∞HÀÖË#O «̀ Hõ~îÀ~° ã῭ «ºO.

P"≥∞ HÀ~°∞‰õΩ#fl Œ̂ÖÏ¡ Ñ≤_çÔH_»∞ J#flO
"åãÎ̈=Ñ¨Ù ~°∞z, ™ê è̂•~°} PÇ¨~°O

Ñ¨Ósfi‰õΩÅ∞ Z Œ̂∞~°∞K«∂™êÎ~°∞
#kÖ’ Jã≤÷HõÅ∞ HõÅ=_®x HÀã¨O
ZÑ¨C_À x„+¨̄ q∞Oz#
P «̀‡Å Ñ¨Ù#ó HõÅ~ÚHõ HÀã¨O

P"≥∞ z`åÉèí™ê‡xfl #kÖ’ HõeÑ≤#Ñ¨Ù_»∞
=∂ Ç¨Ï$ Œ̂Ü«∂Å∞ Ñ¨iÔQ`åÎ~Ú QÆ̀ «OÖ’H˜
|Ü«∞@ K≥@¡̀ ÀÉÏ@∞, "Õ∞=Ú „>ˇ~Ú<£Ö’-
=∞ø#OQÍ, Œ̂∞óY ÉèÏ~°O`À† =∂‰õΩ ≥̀Å∞ã¨∞
U^À XHõ~ÀA "Õ∞=¸ =∂ Ñ¨Ósfi‰õΩÅ#∞ HõÅ=Hõ «̀Ñ¨Ê Œ̂x

Ñ≤_çÔH_»∞ |∂_ç̂ Œ «̀e¡ QÆOQÍ#kÖ’
Hõeã≤#Ñ¨Ù_»∞, Jk Ñ¨Ó=ÙQÍ =∂i HõkeáÈ~ÚOk.

✧✧✧✧✧

✤ ✤
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22. Qu’appelle River near Lumsden

(dedicated to my sister-in-law Mrs. Ehla Marron)

Hearing

of cancer

silenced you

forever

I lied down

on sofa

and wept while

the night sobbed with me.

I could only remember

the day

you catching fish

darting to escape

delighted you.

Exhausted

you walked back to the car

dancing cha-cha.

The memory of that day

will stay

with me forever.

✧✧✧✧✧
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22. HÍºÃÑÖˇ¡ #k - Å"£∞ãπ_»<£ ^ŒQÆæ~°

HÍº#û~ü QÆ∞iOz

q#QÍ<Õ

h=Ù xâ◊≈|Ì"≥∞ÿ<å=Ù

âßâ◊fi «̀OQÍ

<Õ#∞ ™Èá¶êÖ’

"åeáÈ~Ú

Œ̂∞ódã¨∂Î<Õ L<åfl#∞

~å„u <å`Àáê@∞ qÅÑ≤ã¨∞ÎO_»QÍ.

<å‰õΩ QÆ∞~°∞Î#flk

h=Ù KÕÑ¨Å∞ Ñ¨>Ëì q è̂•#O

Jq «̀Ñ≤ÊOK«∞‰õΩ<Õ „Ñ¨Ü«∞`åflÅ∞

hH˜KÕÛq P#O Œ̂O.

≥̀eã≤áÈ~Ú

h=Ù HÍ~°∞Ö’ ‰õÄ~°∞Û<Õ̂ •xq

'Kå Kå— #$ «̀ºO KÕã¨∂Î =zÛ.

P<å\˜ Œ̂$â◊ºO

<åÖ’ xÅ∞ã¨∞ÎOk

HõÅHÍÅO.

✧✧✧✧✧

✤ ✤
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23. Unspoken

“Some words are never meant to be spoken.”

I wake up in my body and

it wasn’t that body anymore.

There are days I give up on my body.

I think the life I want was the life

I have had.

I want to be the water clinging to your roots.

With both hands in the soil

I feel modesty of a new beginning

splendour of a tiny sprout

kneeling to the glory of God.

I hold it and wander

into the surge of forever

the unbroken time of infinity.

24. Bare winds blow

Pain fans a flame.

No one to blame.

I find no comfort

in being alone.

No relief in being free.

I walk with aching muscles and bones

before the sunrays dry dew.

I find a flower

That was not there yesterday.

✧✧✧✧✧
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23. =∂\Ï¡_»‰õÄ_»xq
(H˘xfl Ñ¨̂ •Å∞ LK«ÛùiOK« «̀QÆxq)

<Õ#∞ <å â◊s~°OÖ’Oz x„ Œ̂ÖËKå#∞
Jk <å â◊s~°O HÍkÑ¨C_»∞
<Õ#∞ <å â◊s~åxfl =kÖËã≤# ~ÀAÅ∞<åfl~Ú
<åHÍ¯"åeûOk rq «̀O
Jk <å‰õΩ ÅÉèíº=∞~ÚºOk.

h "Õà◊¡Ö’ ÃÑ·ÔHˆH¯ h~°∞ HÍ"åÅ#∞‰õΩ<åfl#∞ <Õ#∞
Ô~O_»∞ KÕ̀ «∞Å#∂ <ÕÅÖ’ *ÁxÑ≤
H˘ «̀Î „áê~°OÉèíÑ¨Ù q#Ü«∞O`À ‰õÄ_ç# ≥̂·
zxfl "≥ÚÅHõÖ’x „Ñ¨HÍâ◊O
Õ̂=Ùx =ÚO Œ̂∞ "≥∂HõiÅ¡_»O

^•xx Ñ¨@∞ì‰õΩx ã¨OK«i™êÎ#∞
âßâ◊fi «̀̀ «fiOÖ’H˜
J#O «̀Ñ¨Ù, KèÕkOK«|_»x HÍÅOÖ’H˜.

✤ ✤

24. gã¨∞Î<åfl~Ú #QÆfl "åÜ«Ú=ÙÅ∞

ÉÏ è̂Œ qã¨∞~°∞ÎOk QÍex =∞O@‰õΩ,
Z=ih xOkOK«#=ã¨~°O ÖË̂ Œ∞
<å‰õΩ ~°Hõ∆} HõxÑ≤OK«_»O ÖË̂ Œ∞
XO@iQÍ LO_»_»OÖ’.
¿ãfiK«ÛùQÍ LO_»_»OÖ’#∂ ÖË̂ Œ∞ LÑ¨â◊=∞#O.
<≥Ñ¨CÅ∞ Ñ¨Ù_»∞ «̀∞#fl Z=ÚHõÅ∞, HõO_»Å`À #_»∞ã¨∞Î<åfl#∞
ã¨∂~°ºH˜~°}ÏÅ∞ á⁄QÆ=∞OK«∞#∞ ZO_»Éˇ>ËìÖ’Ñ¨Ù,
<å‰õΩ HõxÑ≤OzO^À Ñ¨Ó=Ù
x#fl JHȭ _» ÖËxk.

✧✧✧✧✧

✤ ✤
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25. Broken Melody

Sing me a song

breathe me to life

make me alive

transform me to a heartbeat

infinite comings and goings.

Make me part of the refrain

hold me

repeat me

just one song can

bring me back to life.

26. Revelation

A new day

infuses a new energy in me

heart palpitates

new possibilities.

An ancient mantra

echoes around me

I am going to be alright.

I see

Vishnu’s skin

in the shades of the sky.

Captivated

I didn’t speak to any one

I am feeling great yet

feelings are not facts.

✧✧✧✧✧
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25. ≥̀y# =∂ è̂Œ∞~°ºO

<åH˘Hõ áê@ áê_»∞
<åÖ’H˜ TÑ≤i#∂ Œ̂∞
##∞fl „|uH˜OK«∞
##∞fl Ç¨Ï$ Œ̂Ü«∞ ã¨ÊO Œ̂#QÍ =∂~°∞Û
J#O «̀ ~åHõáÈHõÅ∞QÍ.

Ñ¨Å¡q, J#∞Ñ¨Å¡=ÙÅÖ’ ÉèÏQÍxfl KÕ~Ú
##∞fl Ñ¨@∞ìHÀ
Ñ¨Ù#â◊Û~°} KÕ~Ú
XHȭ  áê@ KåÅ∞
##∞fl =∞~°Å rqOÑ¨ *Ë¿ãO Œ̂∞‰õΩ!

✤ ✤

26. „Ñ¨Hõ@#

„Ñ¨u #∂ «̀# k#=¸
<åÖ’ xOÑ¨Ù «̀∞Ok H˘ «̀Î â◊HÎ̃x
Ç¨Ï$ Œ̂Ü«∞O H˘@∞ì‰õΩO@∞Ok
#∂ «̀# ™ê è̂•ºÅ#∞, Pq+¨̄ ~°}Å`À!
U^À „áêp# =∞O„ «̀O
<å K«∞@∂ì „Ñ¨u è̂Œfixã¨∞ÎOk
<Õ#∞ ã¨fiã÷̈̀ « <˘O Œ̂∞`å#∞.

<Õ#∞ K«∂ã¨∞Î<åfl#∞
q+¨µ‚~°∂áêxfl
PHÍâ◊Ñ¨Ù KèåÜ«∞ÅÖ’

^•xÖ’ x=∞QÆfl"≥∞ÿ
Z=i`À#∂ =∂\Ï¡_»ÖË̂ Œ∞ <Õ#∞
<å J#∞Éèí∂u J Œ̂∞ƒù̀ «"≥∞ÿ# Õ̂, J~Ú Õ̀,
"åãÎ̈"åÅ∞ HÍ=Ù Hõ̂ • J#∞Éèí∂ «̀∞Å∞!

✧✧✧✧✧

✤ ✤
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27.  Muse

No magical thought

no miracle pen in hand.

I plant seeds on paper

sprouting stories.

Strange how they bloom as flowers

to mend broken hearts

reunite long lost friends

fill surroundings with delights.

No intention to combine them

into a manuscript but

kneeling on the floor

I am carefully harvesting an abundance.

A ray of light

streams through the window

making every word dance

to the music of illumination.

I stop to listen

it is as close as my breath

steering me to introspection

of this lonely craft of poetry

which makes me love life and so much more.

✧✧✧✧✧
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27. HõàÏ=∞ «̀e¡

U WO„ Œ̂*ÏÅÑ¨Ù PÖ’K«# ÖË̂ Œ∞

U J Œ̂∞ƒù̀ « HõÅ=¸ KÕuÖ’ ÖË̂ Œ∞

<Õ#∞ q «̀∞Î̀ å#∞ HÍy «̀O g∞ Œ̂ q «̀Î<åÅ#∞,

Hõ̂ äŒefl "≥ÚÅÔHuÎã¨∂Î

qO «̀QÍ Jq Ñ¨ÓÅ#∞ qHõã≤™êÎ~Ú

Ñ¨ye# Ç¨Ï$ Œ̂Ü«∂Å#∞ JuH˜™êÎ~Ú

Z#fl_À q_çáÈ~Ú# ¿ãflÇ≤Ï «̀∞Å#∞ HõÅ∞Ñ¨Ù`å~Ú

K«∞@∞ì Ñ¨Hȭ Å ã¨O`À+¨O`À xOÑ¨Ù`å~Ú

"å\˜x Hõe¿Ñ PÖ’K«# ÖË̂ Œ∞

XHõ „"å «̀„Ñ¨uQÍ† J~Ú Õ̀

"≥∂HÍà◊¡ g∞ Œ̂ <ÕÅÃÑ· ‰õÄ~°∞Ûx

<Õ#∞ ã¨OÑ¨̂ Œ#∞ HÀã¨∞‰õΩO@∞<åfl#∞ q™êÎ~°OQÍ.

F HÍOuH˜~°}O

„Ñ¨=Ç≤ÏOzOk H˜\˜H©Ö’Oz

„Ñ¨u Ñ¨̂ •hfl #$ «̀ºO KÕ~ÚOzOk

„Ñ¨HÍâ◊=O «̀"≥∞ÿ# ã¨Ow`åxH˜.

<Õ#∞ Py q<åfl#∞

Jk L#flk <å TÑ≤~°O «̀ Œ̂QÆæ~°QÍ

##∞fl fã¨∞‰õΩ"≥o¡Ok JO «̀~°∞‡YOÖ’H˜

XO@i Hõq «̀fi Hõà◊Ö’H˜

rq`åxfl =∞iO «̀QÍ „¿Ñq∞OKÕO Œ̂∞‰õΩ.

✧✧✧✧✧

✤ ✤
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28. Epiphany

(1)

Listening keenly

only half-believing

I wait for the sun

to melt my doubts.

Windows shut

closed and bolted

in the darkness

my mind a spinning wheel.

Desire opens doors and windows

loosens the grip

takes the winding path

out.

Breathe into my core

my inner self

listening to the ambient

birds and insects.

(2)

I am the seed

within the flower

a pool of nectar

genesis.
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28. K«@∞‰õΩ¯# J~°÷O HÍ=_»O

1

„â◊̂ ŒúQÍ q#_»O J<Õk
ã¨QÆ"Õ∞ #=∞‡_»O ÖÏO\˜k
<Õ#∞ Z Œ̂∞~°∞K«∂™êÎ#∞ ã¨∂~°∞º_ç HÀã¨O
<å ã¨O Õ̂Ç¨Å#∞ x=$uÎ KÕã¨∞HÀ=_®xH˜.

QÆ"åH∆ÍÅ#∞ =¸ã≤
jÅÅ∞ ayOz
pHõ\˜Ö’
<å =∞#ã¨∞û XHõ K«~°MÏ!

HÀiHõ ≥̀~°∞ã¨∞ÎOk «̀Å∞Ñ¨ÙÅ∞, H˜\˜H©Å∞
Ñ¨@∞ì ã¨_»eã¨∞ÎOk
=∞Å∞Ñ¨ÙÅ ^•i#∞Oz
|Ü«∞@‰õΩ fã¨∞‰õΩ"≥à◊√ÎOk.

<å Ç¨Ï$ Œ̂Ü«∞™ê~°OÖ’H˜
<å JO «̀~å «̀‡Ö’H˜ xâ◊fiã≤OK«∞.
Ñ¨‰õ∆ΩÅ, H©@HÍÅ
ã¨=fi_»∞Å#∞ q#∞.

2

<Õ#∞ q «̀Î<åxfl
Ñ¨ÓÅÖ’ LO\Ï#∞ ^•y,
=∞Hõ~°O^ŒÑ¨Ù ã¨~°ã¨∞ûÖ’,
Pk HÍO_»"≥∞ÿ

✤ ✤
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One day

my prayers

offerings

will reach the sun.

With every press of breeze

flowers wither

drop to the ground

healing begins.

(3)

Discovery of

lymphatic cancer

pains and aches

treatment

after effects

aren’t random.

The pigment of skin

color of eyes

shape of lips

height

stature

no coincidence.

I am exactly as I am now

every mole and freckle

charm to love

agony and suffering

like dew

on the tip of a leaf.
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XHõ~ÀA <å „áê~°÷#Å∞

J~°Ê}Å∞ KÕ~°∞`å~Ú ã¨∂~°∞º_çq.

„Ñ¨u "åÜ«ÚgzHõ XuÎ_çH˜

"å_çáÈ`å~Ú Ñ¨ÓÅ∞

<ÕÅ~åe<åHõ

ã¨fiã÷̈̀ « "≥Ú Œ̂Å=Ù «̀∞Ok.

3

eOá¶ê\˜H± HÍ#û~ü Hõ#∞Q˘<åflHõ

ÉÏ è̂ŒÅ∞, <≥Ñ¨CÅ∞,

=∞O Œ̂∞Å∞, "å\˜ Œ̂∞~°¡Hõ∆}ÏÅ∞

J"Õg∞ «̀~°K«∞QÍ ~åxq HÍ=Ù

K«~°‡Ñ¨Ù ~°OQÆ∞, Hõà◊√¡

ÃÑ^•Å ~°∂Ñ¨Ù, Z «̀∞Î

L#flu, ã¨O^Œ~°ƒù"Õ∞g∞ HÍ^Œ∞.

<ÕxÑ¨C_»∞#fl>Ë¡ L<åfl#∞

„Ñ¨u Ñ¨Ù@∞ì=∞K«Û, "≥Ú\˜=∞

PHõ~°¬}©Ü«∞OQÍ<Õ L<åfl~Ú.

ÉÏ è̂Œ L#flk <åÖ’

P‰õΩ H˘ã¨ÃÑ·x á⁄QÆ=∞OK«∞ aO Œ̂∞=ÙÖÏ.
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(4)

Will my healing

make your mouth seek my taste

forbidden apple

undeniable pleasures

of milk and honey

time after time.

In that moment

time ceases to exist

no you

no I

only love

light

flowing.

✧✧✧✧✧
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4

<å ã¨fiã÷̈̀ «

h <À\˜H˜ <å ~°∞zx Wã¨∞ÎO^•

x+≤̂ Œú UÑ≤Öò Ñ¶̈ÅO

u~°ã¨̄ iOK«ÖËx P#O^•Å∞

áêÅ∞, Õ̀<≥

~ÀA «̀~°∞"å «̀ ~ÀA

P Hõ∆}OÖ’

HÍÅÑ¨Ù LxH˜ J Œ̂$â◊º=∞=Ù «̀∞Ok.

h=Ù ÖË=Ù

<Õ#∞ ÖË#∞

„¿Ñ=∞ =∂„ «̀"Õ∞

Õ̀eHõQÍ

„Ñ¨=Ç≤Ïã¨∂Î

✧✧✧✧✧
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29. Many more lives

I know the beginning of life

the virginal spring

new shoots

flirting the air

grow into luscious shrubbery.

I know youth

firmly rooted, strong

season after season

sunrise and set

rain and storm

untouched by time

blessed with many new springs to come.

I know life

fragile as trembling leaves

shriveled in autumn winds

losing colors

falling silently

buried in winter snow.

I know many more lives

struggling to re-emerge

in multiple shades of light

against all odds.

✧✧✧✧✧
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29. WOÔH<Àfl rq`åÅ∞

<å‰õΩ ≥̀Å∞ã¨∞ r=Ñ¨Ù „áê~°OÉèíO

H˘ «̀Î =ã¨O «̀O

#∂ «̀# âßYÅ∞

QÍe`À ã¨Ü«∂º@Å∞

™œÉèÏQÆº=O «̀"≥∞ÿ# á⁄ Œ̂Å∞QÍ ÃÑ~°QÆ_»O

<å‰õΩ ≥̀Å∞ã¨∞ Ü«∞=fi#O

QÆ\ì̃ "Õà◊¡̀ À, Œ̂$_è»OQÍ

|∞∞ «̀∞=Ù «̀~°∞"å «̀ |∞∞ «̀∞=Ù

ã¨∂~Àº Œ̂Ü«∞, ã¨∂~åºãÎ̈=∞Ü«∂Å∞

=~å¬Å∞, «̀∞á¶ê#∞Å∞

HÍÅ ã¨Ê~°≈ ÖË‰õΩO_®

#∂ «̀# =ã¨O`åÅKÕ Pj~°fikOÑ¨|_ç

<å‰õΩ ≥̀Å∞ã¨∞ rq «̀O QÆ∞iOz

=}∞‰õΩ «̀∞#fl P‰õΩÖÏ¡ Ñ¨ÅK«xq

â◊~°̀ å¯ÅÑ¨Ù QÍÅ∞Å‰õΩ =Ú_»̀ «Å∞ Ñ¨_ç

~°OQÆ∞Å∞ =∂ã≤áÈ~Ú

xâ◊≈|ÌOQÍ ~åeáÈ «̀∂

tt~°Ñ¨Ù =∞OK«∞Ö’ ‰õÄ~°∞‰õΩáÈ`å~Ú.

<å‰õΩ ≥̀Å∞ã¨∞ =∞Ô~<Àfl rq`åÅ∞

=∞~°Å ~å=_®xH˜ Ñ¶̈∞~°¬} Ñ¨_»∞ «̀∞#flq

qq è̂Œ KèåÜ«∞Å HÍOuÖ’

Jxfl J_»¤O‰õΩÅ#∞ JkèQÆq∞Oz.

✧✧✧✧✧

✤ ✤
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30. Forever

whispers on my lips

echoes of my

love songs?

I will keep on singing

even when you have

no heart to love me and

I have

no peaks to scale

no seas to sail

no dreams to realise

no desires to explore

no secrets to hide.

I will keep on singing

love songs until

no breath is left.

✧✧✧✧✧
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30. ZÅ¡Ñ¨Ê\˜H©

<å ÃÑ^•ÅÃÑ· QÆ∞ã¨QÆ∞ã¨Å∞

Jq <å „¿Ñ=∞w`åÅ

„Ñ¨u è̂Œfi#∞ÖÏ?

<Õ#∞ áê_»∞ «̀∂<Õ LO\Ï#∞

h‰õΩ ##∞fl „¿Ñq∞OKÕ

Ç¨Ï$ Œ̂Ü«∞O ÖË‰õΩ<åfl

WOHõ <Õ<≥HÍ¯eû#

tY~åÅ∞ ÖË=Ù

„Ñ¨Ü«∂}˜OKåeû# ã¨=Ú„^•Å∞ ÖË=Ù

Ñ¶̈eOKåeû# ã¨fiáêflÅ∞ ÖË=Ù

â’kèOKåeû# HÀiHõÅ∞ ÖË=Ù

^•K«∞HÀ"åeû# ~°Ç¨Ï™êºÅ∞ ÖË=Ù

<Õ#∞ áê_»∞ «̀∂<Õ LO\Ï#∞

„¿Ñ=∞w`åÅ#∞

PYi âßfiã¨ =~°‰õÄ

✧✧✧✧✧

✤ ✤
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31. Self Confidence

I continue to be drawn back

to the spirit, reminded

there is nothing I can’t have

there is nothing that I can’t do

there is nothing I can’t be

I tell you that I know myself

not owing anything to anyone

nothing can be taken away from me

go ahead, ignore me and my poetry

if it helps you with your sanity

✧✧✧✧✧
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31. P «̀‡qâßfiã¨O

Ñ¨~°=∂ «̀‡ "ÕÑ¨Ù ÖÏQÆ|_»∞Î<åfl#∞ x~°O «̀~°OQÍ

QÆ∞~°∞Î KÕÜ«∞|_»∞ «̀∂

<Õ#∞ á⁄O Œ̂ÖËx Õ̂n ÖË̂ Œx

<Õ#∞ KÕÜ«∞ÖËx Õ̂n ÖË̂ Œx

<Õ#∞ HÍÖËx Õ̂n ÖË̂ Œx

<Õ#∞ K≥|∞`å#∞ <å QÆ∞iOz <å‰õΩ ≥̀Å∞ã¨x

Z=iH© |∞∞}Ñ¨_ç LO_»ÖË̂ Œx

<å #∞Op Un fã¨∞‰õΩ"≥à◊¡ÖË~°h

=ÚO Œ̂∞‰õΩ ™êQÆ∞, Ñ¨\ì̃OK«∞HÀ‰õΩ

##∂fl, <å Hõq`åfihfl!

hHõk =∂#ã≤Hõ ã¨fiã÷̈̀ « xKÕÛ@¡~Ú Õ̀!

✧✧✧✧✧

✤ ✤
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32. Tolerance

we must love

if we can’t

we must understand

if we can’t

we must accept

if we can’t

we must tolerate

32A. A Link

Life is a tiny

fragment of eternity

that links

what has gone and

what is to come

✧✧✧✧✧
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32. ã¨Ç¨Ï#O

=∞#O „¿Ñq∞OKåe

JÖÏ HÍ#@¡~Ú Õ̀

=∞#O J~°÷O KÕã¨∞HÀ"åe

JÖÏ HÍ#@¡~Ú Õ̀

=∞#O XÑ¨CHÀ"åe

JÖÏ HÍ#@¡~Ú Õ̀

=∞#O F~°∞ÛHÀ"åe.

✤ ✤

32Z. Q˘Å∞ã¨∞

rq`«O

âßâ◊fi «̀̀ «fiÑ¨Ù zxfl â◊HõÅO

Jk HõÅ∞Ñ¨Ù «̀∞Ok

[iyáÈ~Ú# ^•xx

~åÉ’ÜÕ∞ ^•xx.

✧✧✧✧✧

✤ ✤
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33. Live in a Moment

Hold me

lets not talk of time.

Dissolve in my soft hugs

become one

composite and complete.

Time itself is nothing.

This moment is all we have

feel its transience

its sparkle

live life in the moment.

34. Love

Love never ceases to exist.

Love has no desire

but fulfills emptiness.

Love thaws the hard-rock-heart

and makes it run like a brook.

Along the way it sings

melodies to the night.

Wakes up at dawn

to dream again

to love, thaw and run.

✧✧✧✧✧
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33. P Hõ∆}OÖ’ rqOK«_»O

##∞fl Ñ¨@∞ìHÀ

HÍÅO QÆ∞iOz =∂\Ï¡_»∞HÀ= Œ̂∞Ì =∞#O

<å "≥∞ «̀Î\˜ H“yeÖ’ HõiyáÈ

XHõ\˜QÍ

F Ñ¨ÓiÎ q∞„â◊=∞OQÍ, ã¨OÑ¨Ó~°‚OQÍ

HÍÅ=∞<Õ̂ Õ F â◊¥#ºO.

=∞#‰õΩ#fl Œ̂ÖÏ¡ D Hõ∆}O

^•x Hõ∆}ÉèíOQÆ∞~° ã≤÷ux ã¨Ê $tOK«∞

Jk "≥∞~°∞ã¨∞ÎOk

ã¨r= rq «̀OÖ’ P Hõ∆}Ï#.

✤ ✤

34. „¿Ñ=∞

„¿Ñ=∞ «̀# LxH˜ ÖË‰õΩO_® LO_»̂ Œ∞

„¿Ñ=∞‰õΩ ÖË̂ Œ∞ HÀiHõ

HÍx xOÑ¨Ù «̀∞Ok â◊¥<åºxfl

„¿Ñ=∞ tÖÏã¨̂ Œ$â◊ Ç¨Ï$ Œ̂Ü«∂xfl "≥K«Û|~°∞ã¨∞ÎOk

^•xx ÃãÅÜÕ∞~°∞ÖÏ „Ñ¨=Ç≤ÏOÑ¨*Ëã¨∞ÎOk

^•iÖ’ Jk áê_»∞ «̀∞Ok

~å„uH˜ =∞ è̂Œ∞~°w`åÅ#∞†

L Œ̂Ü«∂# x„ Œ̂ÖËz

=∞~°Å HõÅÅ∞ HõO@∞Ok „¿Ñ=∞‰õΩ,

P#Hõ "≥K«ÛQÍ Ñ¨~°∞QÆ∞e_»∞ «̀∞Ok.

✧✧✧✧✧

✤ ✤
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35. Waves

Jumping, bouncing day and night

playing

always on the go

humming continuously

for whom they sing?

Swiftly moving, shivering, shimmering

absorbed in thoughts

without resting

heart full of yearnings

for what are they searching?

Rushing eagerly to the shore to see their beloved

full of hopes

crashing into foam

scatter without stopping

on finding no lover.

Continuing centuries-old search

without losing courage

deep conviction of sweet union

would that ever happen

a big question.

For many reincarnations

for a long time

I haven’t been able to unlock

secret meanings of their humming

furtive songs.

It appears

coming and going

births and rebirths are

just to find out the meaning

of your surreptitious whispers.

✧✧✧✧✧
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35. JÅÅ∞

QÆO «̀∞Å∞ "Õã¨∂Î, Œ̂∞=Ú‰õΩ «̀∂ ~å„uO|=à◊¥¡
P_»∞ «̀∂
ZÑ¨C_»∂ =ÚO Œ̂∞ˆH!
PQÆ‰õΩO_® PÖÏÑ¨# KÕ™êÎ~Ú
Z=iHÀã¨O Jq áê_»∞ «̀∞<åfl~Ú?

"ÕQÆOQÍ Hõ̂ Œ∞Å∂Î, =}∞‰õΩ «̀∂, "≥∞~°∞ã¨∂Î
PÖ’K«#ÅÖ’ Hõiy
JÅ∞Ñ¨Ù ÖË‰õΩO_®
q~°Ç¨ÏO`À xO_ç# Ç¨Ï$ Œ̂Ü«∞O`À
Õ̂xHÀã¨O Jq "≥̂ Œ∞‰õΩ «̀∞<åfl~Ú?

f~°O "ÕÑ¨Ù =_çQÍ Ñ¨~°∞QÆ∞e_»∞ «̀∂
„Ñ≤Ü«Ú_çHÀã¨O ZO`À Pâ◊̀ À
f~åxH˜ «̀ye #∞~°QÆQÍ | Œ̂ÌÖ·̌
PQÆ‰õΩO_® K≥kiáÈ=_»O „Ñ≤Ü«Ú_»∞ HÍ#~åHõ,

â◊̀ åÉÏÌÅ â’ è̂Œ#, è̂≥·~åºxfl HÀÖ’Ê‰õΩO_®
=∂ è̂Œ∞~°ºÑ¨Ù HõÅ~ÚHõÔH· QÍ_è» #=∞‡HõO
Jk [~°∞QÆ∞ «̀∞O^• J<Õk F ÃÑ Œ̂Ì „Ñ¨â◊fl

Z<Àfl [#‡Å «̀~°∞"å «̀, ZO`ÀHÍÅO
"å\˜x QÆ=∞xã¨∞Î<åfl, Hõ#∞HÀ¯ÖËHõáÈÜ«∂#∞
"å\˜ áê@ÅÖ’x xQÆ∂_è» ~°Ç¨Ï™êºxfl.

P ~å=_»O áÈ=_»O
[##O, Ñ¨Ù#~°˚##O <åHõxÑ≤ã¨∞ÎOk
h ~°Ç¨Ïã¨º QÆ∞ã¨QÆ∞ã¨Å J~°÷O ≥̀Å∞ã¨∞‰õΩ<ÕO Œ̂∞ˆH"≥∂#x!

✧✧✧✧✧

✤ ✤
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36. Waiting...

Truth suspended

in the air.

Pomegranate blossoms

waiting to fall

into night’s darkness

till you reappear as

light of dawn

37. Autumn Leaf

Through me

you can see

the whole tree

bare, naked, almost lifeless.

My fragile whispers

once a green dream of spring

reverberate the prophecy of re-creation

new possibilities.

I am testimony that we

perish to regenerate

a new life

full of love and energy

pain and pleasures.

✧✧✧✧✧
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36. xsHõ∆}

ã῭ «ºO "ÕÖÏ_»∞ «̀∞#flk

QÍeÖ’

^•x=∞‡Ñ¨ÓÅ∞ qHõã≤Oz

Ñ¨_çáÈ#∞#flq

~å„u pHõ\˜Ö’H˜

h=Ù =∞~°Å „Ñ¨ÉèÏ «̀ HÍOuÖÏ

HõxÑ≤OKÕO «̀ =~°‰õÄ-

✤ ✤

37. â◊~°̀ å¯ÅÑ¨Ù ~åe# P‰õΩ

<å ^•fi~å h=Ù K«∂_»=K«∞Û

K≥@∞ì "≥Ú`åÎxfl #QÆflOQÍ

^•^•Ñ¨Ù r=O ÖË‰õΩO_®,

<å ã¨#fl\˜ QÆ∞ã¨QÆ∞ã¨Å∞

XHõÑ¨Ê\˜ =ã¨O «̀HÍÅÑ¨Ù ã¨fiáêflÅ∞

Ñ¨Ù#óã¨$+≤ì *’™êºxfl „Ñ¨u è̂Œfix™êÎ~Ú

H˘ «̀Î J=HÍâßÅ#∞.

<Õ#∞ ™êH∆Íºxfl

=∞#O #t™êÎ=Ú =∞~°Å [x‡OK«_®xH˜

H˘ «̀Î rq`åxfl QÆ_»Ñ¨_®xHõx

Ñ¨iÑ¨Ó~°‚"≥∞ÿ# „¿Ñ=∞`À, â◊HÎ̃̀ À

ÉÏ è̂ŒÅ∞, P#O^•Å`À

✧✧✧✧✧

✤ ✤
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38. Autumn Day

On a silent

autumn day

I lie down

bare feet

on the green grass -

a soft silken blanket

tender like her bosom.

The sky peers

to console

my troubled soul.

In gliding stream

a dragonfly steals

the splendour of the setting sun

away.

Embroiled in blue

my mind turns briskly at

the sight of a dragonfly

dancing in the autumn sun.

✧✧✧✧✧
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38. P‰õΩ~åÅ∞ HÍÅÑ¨Ù ~ÀA

XHõ xâ◊≈|ÌÑ¨Ù

P‰õΩ~åÅ∞ HÍÅÑ¨Ù k<å#

<Õ#∞ Ñ¨_»∞‰õΩ<åfl#∞

#QÆfl áê^•Å`À

Ñ¨K«ÛQÆ_ç¤ÃÑ·#

"≥∞ «̀Î\ ˜ ã≤Å∞¯ Œ̂∞Ñ¨Ê\˜ ÖÏO\˜ Ñ¨zÛHõÃÑ·#

P"≥∞ KèåfÖÏ HÀ=∞ÅOQÍ L#fl^•xÃÑ·

PHÍâ◊O `˘Oy K«∂ã≤Ok

Hõà◊=à◊Ñ¨_»∞Î#fl P «̀‡#∞ F^•~°Û_®xH˜.

„Ñ¨"åÇ¨ÏOÖÏ ZQÆ∞~°∂Î

F «̀∂hQÆ ^˘OyeOzOk

JãÎ̈=∞Ü«∞ ã¨∂~°∞ºx "≥·Éèí"åxfl

he ~°OQÆ∞Ö’ b#"≥∞ÿ# <å =∞#ã¨∞

â◊~°̀ å¯ÅÑ¨Ù ZO_»Ö’

«̀∂hQÆ #$`åºxfl K«∂ã≤

"≥O@<Õ =∞o¡Ok ^•x"ÕÑ¨Ù!

✧✧✧✧✧

✤ ✤
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39. Monsoon Lover

Rain pelts the tin roof.

By the window

he waits for the monsoon lover.

Every raindrop

adds fire to his desire.

This is the season of love

intensity keener than the last.

He knows she won’t return.

When the flood waters rise

wash away every scent

he will build

rainbow dreams again.

✧✧✧✧✧
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39. =~å¬HÍÅÑ¨Ù „Ñ≤Ü«Ú~åÅ∞

ˆ~‰õΩÅ ÃÑ·HõÑ¨CÃÑ· "å#K«Ñ¨C_»∞

H˜\˜H© Ñ¨Hȭ # ‰õÄ~°∞Ûx

J «̀_»∞ Z Œ̂∞~°∞K«∂ã¨∞Î<åfl_»∞ "å<åHÍÅÑ¨Ù „Ñ≤Ü«Ú~åe HÀã¨O

„Ñ¨u "å#K«∞HÍ¯

J «̀_ç HÀiHõÖ’ =∞O@#∞ ˆ~Ñ¨Ù «̀∞#flk.

Wk „¿Ñ=∞ |∞∞ «̀∞=Ù

QÆ_»z# ^•xHõ<åfl f„="≥∞ÿ#k

J «̀_çH˜ ≥̀Å∞ã¨∞ P"≥∞ ~å Œ̂x

=~°̂ Œhà◊√¡ ÃÑ·‰õΩaH˜#Ñ¨Ù_»∞

„Ñ¨u "åã¨##∂ Hõ_çy"Õ™êÎ~Ú

J «̀_»∞ =∞~°Å xi‡™êÎ_»∞

WO„ Œ̂̂ èŒ#∞ã¨∞ûÅ ã¨fiáêflÅ#∞.

✧✧✧✧✧

✤ ✤
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40. Seawater

Ocean’s primal instinct

binds senses

to flesh to life.

Through mouth

essence of joy enters

the eternal soul.

Solar salt crystals

from evaporation

adorn the shores.

Presence seldom felt

it’s absence

makes everything tasteless.

✧✧✧✧✧
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40. ã¨=Ú„^ŒÑ¨Ù h~°∞

ã¨=Ú„ Œ̂Ñ¨Ù ã¨Ç¨Ï*Ï «̀O Jk

WO„kÜ«∂Å#∞

=Ú_çÃÑ_»∞ÎOk Õ̂Ç¨ÏO`À.

<À\˜ ^•fi~å

P#O^ŒÑ¨Ù ™ê~°O „Ñ¨"Õtã¨∞ÎOk

Ñ¨~°=∂`«‡Ö’

ã¨∂~°ºÅ=} ã¨Êù\˜HÍÅ∞

Pqi #∞Oz "≥_»e

f~åÅ#∞ JÅOHõi™êÎ~Ú.

Jq L#flÑ¨Ù_»∞ Ñ¨\ì̃OK«∞HÀÔ~=~°∂

HõxÑ≤OK«HõáÈ Õ̀

„Ñ¨un ~°∞zÖË#@∞¡ JxÑ≤ã¨∞ÎOk.

✧✧✧✧✧

✤ ✤
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41. Beast of Burden

The room cold and silent.

Windows shut and closed

walls speechless.

What makes me

hopeless

lonely

tormented.

Its not that I have no one

to share my problems

but the fact:

only I bear

my own burden.

✧✧✧✧✧
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41. |~°∞=ÙÅ∞ "≥∂¿ã =∞$QÆO

QÆk K«Å¡QÍ xâ◊≈|ÌOQÍ LOk

H˜\˜H©Å∞ =¸Ü«∞|_ç<å~Ú

QÀ_»Å‰õΩ =∂@Å∞ ÖË=Ù.

<åˆHk Pâ◊ÖË‰õΩO_® KÕã¨∞ÎO Œ̂O>Ë

XO@i`«#O

##∞fl z„ «̀Ç≤ÏOã¨Å∞ ÃÑ_»∞ÎOk

<åÔH=~°∂ ÖË~°x HÍ Œ̂∞

<å ã¨=∞ã¨ºÅ∞ Ñ¨OK«∞HÀ=_®xH˜,

HÍx, ã῭ «º"Õ∞q∞@O>Ë

<å |~°∞=Ù#∞

"≥∂¿ãk <Õ<Õ!

✧✧✧✧✧

✤ ✤
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42. November

It’s November again

season of frost and colors.

Everyday in November

a haunting emptiness

descends my heart.

Every year in November I remember

how you arrived.

Every November I remember

how I gave and gave and

emptied myself.

Every November I remember

how you betrayed and proved

how unworthy of salt you were.

✧✧✧✧✧
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42. #=O|~°∞

#=O|~°∞ =zÛOk =∞~°Å

=∞OK«∞, ~°OQÆ∞Å |∞∞ «̀∞qk

„Ñ¨u~ÀE #=O|~üÖ’

"≥O\Ï_Õ â◊¥#º «̀

<å Ç¨Ï$ Œ̂Ü«∞OÖ’H˜ kQÆ∞ «̀∞Ok.

„Ñ¨u ã¨O= «̀û~°O #=O|~üÖ’

<Õ#∞ QÆ∞~°∞Î‰õΩ ≥̀K«∞Û‰õΩO\Ï#∞

h"≥ÖÏ =zÛ#n

„Ñ¨u ã¨O= «̀û~°O #=O|~°∞Ö’

<Õ#∞ QÆ∞~°∞Î‰õΩ ≥̀K«∞Û‰õΩO\Ï#∞

<Õ<≥ÖÏ WzÛ, WzÛ ##∞fl <Õ#∞ MÏm KÕã¨∞‰õΩ#fln-

„Ñ¨u #=O|~°∞Ö’

<Õ#∞ QÆ∞~°∞Î‰õΩ ≥̀K«∞Û‰õΩO\Ï#∞

h=Ù #<≥flÖÏ "≥∂ã¨O KÕ™ê"À

h‰õΩ J~°› «̀ ZÖÏ ÖË̂ À |∞∞A=Ù KÕã¨∞‰õΩ<åfl=Ù Hõ̂ •!

✧✧✧✧✧

✤ ✤
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43. Yama - Lord of Death

I admit

I was scared to

see or

meet

the invincible one.

Nobody has ever foreseen

the sudden

mysterious

assault of this power

to extinguish light.

I dared to watch

flames of this blaze

from a distance.

I was afraid to fall

like others.

After watching it

from close proximity

I am afraid

no more.

✧✧✧✧✧
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43. Ü«∞=Ú_»∞

<Õ#∞ XÑ¨C‰õΩO\Ï#∞

<å‰õΩ ÉèíÜ«∞O

J «̀_çx K«∂_»_®xH˜

HõÅ=_®xH˜

Z=~°∂ [~ÚOK«ÖËx J «̀_çx!

Z=~°∂ K«∂_»ÖË~°∞ =ÚO Œ̂∞QÍ

JHõ™ê‡ «̀∞ÎQÍ, ~°Ç¨Ïã¨ºOQÍ

^•_çKÕã≤ r=HÍOux

Pˆ~Ê J «̀_ç â◊HÎ̃x.

^Œ∂~°O #∞OKÕ

P „Ñ¨K«O_®yflx K«∂¿ã

è̂≥·~°ºO KÕ™ê#∞ <Õ#∞.

JO Œ̂iÖÏˆQ Ñ¨_çáÈ`å<Õ"≥∂#x

ÉèíÜ«∞Ñ¨_®¤#∞ <Õ#∞.

Œ̂QÆæ~° #∞Oz QÆ=∞xOKåHõ

WÑ¨C_»∞ <åH˜OHõ ÉèíÜ«∞O ÖË̂ Œ∞.

✧✧✧✧✧

✤ ✤
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44. Wake from Dreaming

Late evening.

Sky grey.

Sunrays

travel at light speed

peep through my window

say hi

quickly disappear.

Where did the light go.

Landing

on a September afternoon

forty years ago

under a wide open sky

the highway to horizon

where did the time go.

Icy sidewalks.

Bare naked branches.

Moonlit loneliness.

Blooming lymphoma.

Dreaming

beyond the light and time.

Where did the life go.

✧✧✧✧✧
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44. HõÅÅ #∞Oz "Õ∞Å∞HÀ!

™êÜ«∞OHÍÅÑ¨Ù =ÚyOÑ¨ÙÖ’

PHÍâ◊O #Å¡|_»∞ «̀∞#flk

ã¨∂~°ºH˜~°}ÏÅ∞ „Ñ¨Ü«∂}˜ã¨∞Î<åfl~Ú

HÍOu"ÕQÆO`À, <å H˜\˜H© QÆ∞O_® =zÛ

Ñ¨ÅHõiOKå~Ú- 'Ç≤Ï— -Jx,

J Œ̂$â◊º"≥∞ÿ<å~Ú JO «̀Ö’<Õ

ZHȭ _çH˜áÈ~ÚOk "≥Å∞QÆ∞?

#ÅÉè̌· Uà◊¡ „H˜̀ «O J_»∞QÆ∞ÃÑ\Ïì#∞

ÃãÃÑìO|~°∞ =∞ è̂•ºÇ¨ÏflO

qâßÅ"≥∞ÿ# PHÍâ◊O H˜O Œ̂

JOK«∞Å‰õΩ ^•if¿ã ~°Ç¨Ï^•i

HÍÅO Z@∞áÈ~ÚOk?

=∞OK«∞ xO_ç# HÍeÉÏ@Å∞

#QÆfl âßYÅ∞

"≥<≥flÅ XO@i «̀#O

qK«∞Û‰õΩ#fl eOá¶⁄=∂

HÍOu, HÍÖÏÅ‰õΩ P=Å

ã¨fiÑ≤flã¨∂Î

ZHȭ _çH˜ áÈ~ÚOk rq «̀O?

✧✧✧✧✧

✤ ✤
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45. Beings of Light

Music flows

from the hollowness of a flute.

I shall be

capable of any tune.

46. Next Moment

Glancing out from the window.

Eastern sky.

Sun washed spring clouds.

Color of a hawk’s eye.

The ambrosial moment.

Evidence

of my survival?

There is nothing but

anticipation.

✧✧✧✧✧
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45. HÍOu r=ÙÅ∞

ã¨Ow «̀O „Ñ¨=Ç≤Ïã¨∞ÎOk

"Õ}∞=ÙÖ’x MÏmÖ’Op

<å‰õΩ ™ê=∞~°úº=ÚO_®e

U ~åQÍ<≥·fl<å Ñ¨eH˜OKÕO Œ̂∞‰õΩ-

✤ ✤

46. =∞~°∞Hõ∆}O

H˜\˜H© #∞Oz |Ü«∞@‰õΩ K«∂™ê#∞

«̀∂~°∞Ê PHÍâ◊OÖ’H˜,

ã¨∂~°∞º_»∞ Hõ_çy# =ã¨O «̀"Õ∞Ñ¶̈∂Å∞

_ÕQÆ Hõ#∞fl ~°OQÆ∞Ö’

Õ̀<≥ÖÏ =∞ è̂Œ∞~° Hõ∆}O

|∞∞A=Ù

<Õ#∞ |uH˜ L<åfl##_®xH˜!

Ug∞ÖË̂ Œ∞ JHȭ _»

TÇ¨Ï «̀Ñ¨Ê!

✧✧✧✧✧

✤ ✤
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47. Revival

Penitent winter parting.

Full moon.

Stars shining.

Where do they go

in the ticking seconds just as

dawn arrives?

Spring blossoms

at my door.

Once more

I have survived.

How does one go about

reviving?

The world

is filled with people

who have never lived.

✧✧✧✧✧
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47. Ñ¨Ù#~°∞r˚=#O

áêÑ≤ j`åHÍÅO x„+¨̄ =∞}

Ñ¨Ó~°‚K«O„ Œ̂∞_»∞

„Ñ¨HÍtã¨∞Î#fl `å~°Å∞

ZHȭ _çH˜ "≥àÏÎÜ«∞q

ÃãHõO_»¡ â◊|ÌOÖ’

L Œ̂Ü«∞ã¨O è̂Œº =KÕÛã¨iH˜?

=ã¨O «̀O Ñ¨Ù+≤Êã¨∞ÎOk

<å «̀Å∞Ñ¨Ù = Œ̂Ì

=∞~˘Hõ¯™êi

|uHÍ#∞ <Õ#∞

ZÖÏ ™ê è̂Œº=∞=Ù «̀∞Ok

D Ñ¨Ù#~°∞r˚=#O?

D „Ñ¨Ñ¨OK«O xO_ç LOk

ZÑ¨C_»∂ rqOK«x "åà◊¡̀ À

✧✧✧✧✧

✤ ✤
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48. In Search of Light

Imagine a circle

no beginning no end.

Where would you be

if not inside the circle?

Cut the circle

no more inside or out.

Set yourself free

live beyond yourself.

~~~

A drop of water

breaks on falling

into millions of drips.

Imagine what would happen

when I fall.

~~~

The moon disappears

as clouds roll in.

My lonely heart

looks for the lost companion

my shadow

~~~

you and me

totally eclipsed tonight

blood moon blossoms

~~~
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48. "≥Å∞QÆ∞#∞ "≥̂ Œ‰õΩ «̀∂

XHõ =$`åÎxfl TÇ≤ÏOK«∞

Pk LO_»̂ Œ∞, JO «̀=¸ LO_»̂ Œ∞

h"≥Hȭ _»∞O\Ï=Ù

Ö’Ñ¨ÖË Hõ̂ •!

=$`åÎxfl YO_çOK«∞

Ö’<å HÍ Œ̂∞ |Ü«∞\Ï HÍ Œ̂∞ WÑ¨C_»∞

x#∞fl h=Ù q_»∞ Œ̂Å KÕã¨∞HÀ

h‰õΩ P=Å rqOK«∞ h=Ù.

.....

XHõ h\˜ K«∞Hȭ

Ñ¨yeáÈ «̀∞Ok H˜O Œ̂Ñ¨_ç

q∞eÜ«∞<£ â◊HõÖÏÅ∞QÍ

TÇ≤ÏOK«∞ =∞i U=∞=Ù «̀∞O^À

<Õ#∞ Ñ¨_ç áÈ~Ú#Ñ¨C_»∞

.....

K«O„ Œ̂∞_»∞ J Œ̂$â◊º=∞=Ù`å_»∞

=∞|∞ƒÅ∞ Hõ=Ú‡ «̀∞#flÑ¨Ù_»∞

<å XO@i Ç¨Ï$ Œ̂Ü«∞O "≥̂ Œ∞‰õΩ «̀∞Ok

áÈQ˘@∞ì‰õΩ#fl ã¨Ç¨ÏK«~°∞_ç HÀã¨O

<å h_»

.....

h=Ù, <Õ#∞

D ~å„u „QÆÇ¨Ï}OÖÏ Ñ¨ÓiÎQÍ

~°HõÎ K«O„ Œ̂∞_ç "≥<≥flÅÅ∞

.....

✤ ✤
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When I look

I don’t really see

what I want to see.

Only when

I don’t look

I see everything.

Do you see, what I see?

~~~

Highways

long, straight and open.

Skyways

broad, beckoning, ever expanding.

My life

curved, composite and confined.

~~~

Dreams

carved with fragments

could become

wings

but never do

~~~

Shining through

sunrays

burn thick fog

eliminate confusion

every day a new beginning

~~~
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<Õ#∞ K«∂ã≤#Ñ¨C_»∞

Jk, K«∂_»_»O HÍ Œ̂∞

<Õ#∞ K«∂_®Å#∞‰õΩ#flk K«∂_»_»O

<Õ#∞ K«∂_»#Ñ¨C_Õ

Jxfl\˜h K«∂™êÎ#∞ <Õ#∞.

h=Ù K«∂ã¨∞Î<åfl"å <Õ<Õq∞ K«∂ã¨∞Î<åfl<À?

.....

~°Ç¨Ï^•~°∞Å∞ <ÕÅÃÑ·

á⁄_»∞QÍæ, ˆ~YÖÏ, P~°∞|Ü«∞@

PHÍâ◊Ñ¨Ù ^•~°∞Å∞

qâßÅOQÍ, ~°=∞‡O@∂, qãÎ̈iã¨∂Î

<å rq «̀O

=OÑ¨ÙQÍ, q∞„â◊=∞OQÍ, Ñ¨iq∞ «̀"≥∞ÿ

.....

HõÅÅ∞

â◊HõÖÏÅ`À K≥Hȭ |_ç

Ô~Hȭ Å∞QÍ =∂~°=K«∞Û

HÍx, =∂~°ÖË=Ù

.....

á⁄QÆ=∞OK«∞#∞ HÍeÛ"Õã¨∂Î

ã¨∂~°ºH˜~°}ÏÅ∞ „Ñ¨HÍt™êÎ~Ú.

ã¨Oâ◊Ü«∂xfl `˘Åyã¨∂Î

„Ñ¨u~ÀE H˘ «̀Î „áê~°OÉèí"Õ∞!

.....
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Tenderly stroke

pulsations of my heart

season of blossoms

once gone

never return

~~~

Leaving behind shelter

a man

begins to dance

in the pouring rain

umbrella under his arm

~~~

This melancholy

so conspicuous

my heart

so heavy it has sunk

too deep to ever be raised

~~~

Without losing its luster

a candle can light many more.

We can illuminate too

many hearts

without ebbing a trace of  SELF

~~~

I will go as far as the wind

to other side of the horizon.

I will fly as clouds fly

over valleys and hills.

Holding your hands, I will never retreat.

~~~
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HÀ=∞Å"≥∞ÿ# `å_»#O

<å Ç¨Ï$ Œ̂Ü«∞ ã¨ÊO Œ̂#

Ñ¨ÓÅ∞ qHõã≤OKÕ |∞∞ «̀∞=Ù

XHõ™êi áÈ Õ̀ =∞~°Å ~åkk.

.....

P„â◊Ü«∂xfl =ke

XHõ =∞x+≤ #$ «̀ºO KÕã¨∞Î<åfl_»∞

*’~°∞"å#Ö’

J «̀_ç KÕuH˜O Œ̂ Q˘_»∞QÆ∞

.....

qëê Œ̂O ZO «̀ ã¨Ê+ì̈OQÍ LO Œ̂O>Ë

<å Ç¨Ï$ Œ̂Ü«∞O |~°∞"≥· =ÚxyáÈ~ÚOk

ÃÑ·H˜ ~åÖË#O «̀ Ö’ «̀∞Ö’H˜.

.....

«̀# "≥∞~°∞Ñ¨Ù#∞ HÀÖ’Ê‰õΩO_®

H˘"˘fiuÎ =∞Ô~xflO\˜<À "≥eyã¨∞ÎOk

=∞#=¸ "≥eyOK«=K«∞Û

=∞Ô~<Àfl Ç¨Ï$ Œ̂Ü«∂Å#∞,

™êfi~°úÑ¨Ù *Ï_» ÖË‰õΩO_®!

.....

QÍe áÈ~Ú#O «̀ Œ̂∂~°O áÈ`å#∞

PHÍâ◊Ñ¨Ù JOK«∞HÍ=e "ÕÑ¨Ù‰õΩ

ZQÆ∞~åÎ#∞ =∞|∞ƒÖˇyi#@∞¡

Ö’Ü«∞ÅÃÑ·, H˘O_»ÅÃÑ·

h KÕ̀ «∞efl Ñ¨@∞ì‰õΩx,

WHõ uiy~å#∞.

.....
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Sometimes you want to be alone.

When alone

you get lonely.

We often forget

alone we come

alone we depart.

~~~

Raindrops cling to naked branches

resist to let go.

With a smile

I realize

change rules life.

~~~

After I said no matter

whatever the question

my answer is “no”.

Innocently she asked

“will you marry me?”

~~~

Your love appears and vanishes

like the early morning star.

My heart wide open

broken many times

yet no visible scars

~~~

With rainbow dreams

I go to my beloved.

On entering her home
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H˘kÌ™ê~°∞¡ XO@iQÍ LO_®Å#∞‰õΩO\Ï=Ù

XO@iQÍ L#flÑ¨Ù_»∞

=∞iO «̀ XO@i==Ù`å=Ù.

=∞#O =∞~°záÈ`åO-

XO@iQÍ =KåÛO

XO@iQÍ x„+¨̄ q∞™êÎ=∞x.

.....

"å#K«∞Hȭ Å∞ JO\˜ÃÑ@∞ì‰õΩO\Ï~Ú

#QÆflâßYÅ#∞, =keáÈ=Ù «̀fi~°QÍ

„Ñ¨uÑ¶̈∞\˜™êÎÜ«∞q z~°∞#=Ùfi`À

<Õ#∞ „QÆÇ≤ÏOKå#∞

=∂~°∞Ê Ñ¨iáêeã¨∞ÎOk rq`å#flx.

.....

U"≥∞ÿ<å Ñ¶̈~°"åÖË̂ Œx J#∞‰õΩ<åflHõ

„Ñ¨â◊fl U ≥̂·<å

<å ã¨=∂ è̂•#O -'ÖË̂ Œ∞—- J<Õ

J=∂Ü«∞HõOQÍ P"≥∞ J_çyOk

'##∞fl ÃÑo¡ KÕã¨∞‰õΩO\Ï"å?—-

.....

h „¿Ñ=∞ „Ñ῭ «ºHõ∆=∞=Ù «̀∞Ok, J Œ̂$â◊º=∞=Ù «̀∞Ok

L^ŒÜ«∞`å~°ÖÏ

≥̀~°K«∞‰õΩ#fl <å Ç¨Ï$ Œ̂Ü«∞O

Z<Àfl™ê~°∞¡ | Œ̂ÌÅ~ÚºOk

HÍx U =∞K«ÛÅ∂ HÍ#~å=Ù.

.....

WO„ Œ̂̂ èŒ#∞ã¨∞û ã¨fiáêflÅ`À

<Õ#∞ "≥àÏÎ#∞ <å „Ñ≤Ü«Ú~åe = Œ̂Ì‰õΩ

P"≥∞ WO\˜Ö’H˜ J_»∞QÆ∞Éˇ@ìQÍ<Õ
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I evaporate

without a trace.

What’s the point

of an after life

a dewdrop on a rose.

~~~

A few drops of light

that’s all I wish

poured out tenderly

to fill my soul

with iridescent dreams.

~~~

Let’s dance

holding hands.

The silence trickling in

between us

more telling

than the conversation.

~~~

In your eyes

saturated with sadness

I see my loneliness

turned inside out.

Like a prayer on lips

you come to me in tiny words

never as a sacrament

no matter how hard I pray.

~~~

✧✧✧✧✧
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<Õ#∞ PqÔ~·áÈ`å#∞, *Ï_»ÖË‰õΩO_®

J@∞=O@Ñ¨C_»∞

U=Ú#flk =∞~°}Ï#O «̀~° rq «̀OÖ’?

QÆ∞ÖÏcÃÑ· á⁄QÆ=∞OK«∞ aO Œ̂∞=Ù.

.....

H˘xfl HÍOuK«∞Hȭ efl

HÀ~°∞‰õΩ<åfl#∞ <Õ#∞

J#∞~åQÆO`À, xOáê#∞ <å P «̀‡#∞

~°OQÆ∞~°OQÆ∞Å HõÅÅ`À

.....

=∞#O #$ «̀ºO KÕ̂ •ÌO KÕ̀ «∞Å∞ Ñ¨@∞ì‰õΩx

xâ◊≈|ÌO ÉÁ@∞¡ÉÁ@∞¡QÍ =∞#=∞ è̂Œº

=∞# ã¨OÉèÏ+¨} Hõ<åfl J Õ̂ Z‰õΩ¯= K≥|∞ «̀∞#flk.

.....

h Hõà◊¡Ö’ qKå~°O

QÆ∂_»∞Hõ@∞ì‰õΩ#flk

<å XO@i «̀#O

Ö’#∞Oz |Ü«∞@‰õΩ, =∂~°_»O K«∂™ê<Õfl#∞

ÃÑ^•ÅÃÑ· „áê~°÷#ÖÏ

h=Ù =™êÎ=Ù z#fl =∂@Å`À,

ZO «̀ QÆ\ì̃QÍ „áêi÷Oz<å

h=Ù ~å=Ù '=∞ «̀Hõ~°‡—ÖÏ!

✧✧✧✧✧
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49. Intonation

The wind whispers

forgotten sounds of

nothingness.

For some feelings

words are too limiting

silence can describe it only.

I sit cross-legged

thinking

my search is vain.

We go through life the way

a kiss would fade away

in slow motion.

✧✧✧✧✧
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49. â◊$u

QÍe QÆ∞ã¨QÆ∞ã¨ÖÏ_»∞ «̀∞#flk

â◊¥#ºÑ¨Ù

=∞~°záÈ~Ú# â◊ÉÏÌÅ#∞...

H˘xfl ÉèÏ"åÅ‰õΩ ã¨iáÈÜÕ∞

Ñ¨̂ •Å∞O_»=Ù, Jq Ñ¨iq∞ «̀"Õ∞

xâ◊≈|Ì"≥ÚHȭ >Ë =i‚OK«QÆÅ Œ̂∞ "å\˜x.

HÍÅ∞ g∞ Œ̂ HÍÅ∞ "Õã¨∞‰õΩx

‰õÄ~°∞Ûx PÖ’zã¨∞Î<åfl#∞

<å â’ è̂Œ# =$ è̂•

=∞#O "≥àı¡ r=# =∂~°æO

XHõ =Ú Œ̂∞Ì̀ À =∂Ü«∞=∞=Ù «̀∞Ok

<≥=∞‡ ≥̂·# K«Å#OÖ’...

✧✧✧✧✧

✤ ✤
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50. Predictably Unpredictable

Some plants

sprout new roots and grow

from cut-off stems.

Some by seeds

lifted by wind

drop to the earth and settle

after a tumultuous odyssey.

The coconut seeds

ride waves

to reach unknown islands.

Peepal tree seeds

digested by birds

like blood-cells by chemotherapy

revive.

I have been cut-off

lifted by winds

dashed by waves

digested by birds

to be here.

✧✧✧✧✧
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50. TÇ≤ÏOK«ÖËx ^•xx TÇ≤ÏOz

H˘xfl "≥ÚHȭ Å∞ "≥ÚÅHõÖˇ̀ «∞Î̀ å~Ú

H˘ «̀Î "Õà◊¡̀ À, ÃÑ~°∞QÆ∞`å~Ú

H˘xfl YO_ç̀ « âßYÅ∞flOp

H˘xfl q «̀Î<åÅ`À,

QÍe`À ÃÑ·ÔH «̀Î|_ç, <ÕÅÃÑ·|_ç

F QÆO Œ̂~°QÀà◊Ñ¨Ù „Ñ¨Ü«∂}O «̀~°∞"å «̀

H˘|ƒiHÍÜ«∞Å∞

JÅÅÃÑ· Õ̀Å∞ «̀∂

KÕ~°∞‰õΩO\Ï~Ú ¿Ñ~°∞ ≥̀eÜ«∞x nfiáêÅ#∞

=∞„iq «̀∞Îefl

Ñ¨‰õ∆ΩÅ∞ P~°yOK«∞‰õΩO\Ï~Ú.

=∞O Œ̂∞Å∞ "å_ç<åHõ =∞~°Å

ÃÑiˆQ ~°HõÎHõ}ÏÖÏ¡ | «̀∞‰õΩ`å~Ú uiy Jq.

<Õ#∞ #~°Hõ|_ç<å#∞

QÍeKÕ ÖË=<≥̀ «Î|_ç<å#∞

JÅÅKÕ H˘@ì|_ç<å#∞

Ñ¨‰õ∆ΩÅKÕ P~°yOK«∞HÀ|_ç<å#∞

WHȭ _»∞<åfl#∞.

✧✧✧✧✧

✤ ✤
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I. Poetry (Telugu)
1. Alchemy
2. Vaana Mabbula Kanthi Khadgam
3. Tea Kappulo Toofan
4. Tangeti Junnu
5. Karakatakam (Cancer)
6. Oka Sarassu – Aneka Hamsalu (Psychiatry)
7. Marana Saasanam
8. Sri Lalitha Sahasranama Stotram
9. Kuyyo – Morro Satakam
10. Bhairava Satakam

II. Poetry (English)
11. Shades
12. The Twilight Zone
13. My Poem is My Birth Certificate
14. The Pendulum Clock, The Gramophone,

The Typewriter and The Pen
15. The Vigilance Whistle!
16. How to Cook a Delicious Poem
17. Windows and Apples
18. The Guerdon of Poesy
19. The Haste Land
20. Bees Need No Invitation When Flowers Bloom...
21. The Poet that launched a thousand poems
22. Walking with My Moon
23. Reflections

Dr. LANKA SIVA RAMA PRASAD
M.B.B.S; M.S. GENERAL SURGERY
M.Ch. CARDIOTHORACIC SURGERY
Fellow in VASCULAR SURGERY
Post graduate Diplomate in Human Rights
Post graduate Diplomate in Television Production
Cell animation Specialist- Heart Animation Academy
Computer Animation Specialist- Pentafour- Chennai
Web Engineer and Web Designer- Web City- Hyderabad
Fellow of Indo- Asian Poetry Society
Founder of Writer's Corner / Srijana Lokam
Columnist - Andhra Jyothi (Nivedana)
Founder of Waves (Warangal Aids Voluntary Educational Society)
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III. Stories, Novels, Essays… (Telugu
24. Katti Anchupai (Noir Stories)
25. Chupke – Chupke (Woman diseases)
26. Akshararchana
27. Deepa Nirvana Gandham (Death)
28. Swapna Sastram (Dreams-1)
29. Kalalu-Peeda Kalalu (Dreams-2)
30. Satyanveshanalo (Novel)
31. Sankya Sastram (Numerology)
32. Dr. Jayadev Cartoons (Cartoons)
33. Kathalu – kavitalu
34. Genome (Biotechnology Novel)

IV Stories, Novels, Essays (English)
35. In Search of Truth (Novel)
36. How to be happy (Philosophy)
37. Bouquet of Telugu Songs and Poems

V Translations (English to Telugu)
38. Iliad (Homer)
39. Odyssey (Homer)
40. Epic Cycle (Homer)
41. Three Greek Tragedies
42. The Poems of Sappho
43. Aeneid (Virgil)
44. Pilgrim’s Progress (John Bunyan)
45. Paradise Lost (John Milton)
46. Paradise Regained (John Milton)
47. Divine Comedy (Dante)
48. Faust (Goethe)
49. World Famous Stories
50. Namdeo Dhasal Poetry
51. William Blake Poetry
52. Emily Dickinson Poetry – Part I
53. Emily Dickinson Poetry – Part II
54. Emily Dickinson Poetry – Part III
55. Emily Dickinson Poetry – Part IV
56. Emily Dickinson Poetry – Part V
57. Russian Poetry
58. Jalapatam (Eighteen English Poets)
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59. Dabbu Manishi (Money Poetry)
60. Santi Yuddham (War-Peace)
61. Christu Adbhuta Geethalu
62. The Path of Christ
63. Silappadikaram
64. Manimekhala
65. Sangam Poetry
66. Conference of Birds (Attar)
67. Masnavi - Part 1
68. Masnavi - Part 2
69. Masnavi - Part 3
70. Masnavi - Part 4
71. Masnavi - Part 5
72. Masnavi - Part 6
73. Madhusala (Edward Fitzgerald)
74. Sougandhika (Master Poems in English-1)
75. Toorpu Padamara (Master Poems in English-2)
76. Prema Kurisina Velalo… (Master Poems in English-3)
77. Vallu Mugguru (Master Poems in English-4)
78. Alanati Kothagali (Master Poems in English-5)
79. Manchu Toofan (Master Poems in English-6)
80. Endaa – Vaana (Master Poems in English-7)
81. Pillanagrovi Pipupu (Master Poems in English-8)
82. Naalugu Dikkulu (Master Poems in English-9)
83. Allanta Doorana Aa Paata Vinavacche (Master Poems in English-10)
84. Divya Vastrala Kosam (Master Poems in English-11)
85. Oka Madhusala (Master Poems in English-12)
86. The Axion Esti (Odysseus Elytis)
87. Love & Death (Frederico Garcio Lorca)
88. Ten Thousand Lines (Edwin Cordevilla)
89. Century of Love (Roula Pollard)
90. Pablo Neruda Poetry
91. Mexican Poetry
92. Inanna (Queen of Heaven and Earth)
93. Sataroopa (A.K. Khanna)
94. Aamani (Master Poems in English-13)
95. Kotha Deepalu (Master Poems in English-14)

VI Translations (From Telugu, Hindi to English)
96. Bhagavatam (Potana)
97. Soundarya Lahari (Sankaracharya)
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98. Modern Bhagavadgita
99. Samparayam (Suprasanna)
100. The Tree of Fire (Anumandla Bhoomaiah)
101. The Poems of Kuppam (Seeta Ram)
102. We Need a Language (T.W. Sudhakar)
103. The Broken Grammer (T.W. Sudhakar)
104. The Voice of Telangana (Madiraju Ranga Rao)
105. Fire and Ice (Rama Chandramouli)
106. The Tears of Bliss
107. This is no Streaking (Stories – K.K. Menon)
108. The Pool of Blood (Novel – Ampasayya Naveen)
109. Madhusala (Harivamsa Roy Bacchan)

New ones- to be released
110. Journey to Manasa Sarovar (English poetry)
111. Inanna (The queen of Earth and Heavens)
112. Smooth Hands- Sosonjan A. Khan- (Bilingual)
113. Dancing Winds- Maria Miraglia (Bilingual)
114. Moments- Alicja Kubreska (Bilingual)
115. Tayouan Pai Pai- Yaw-Chin Fang(Bilingual)
116. The World of Extinct Lamps- Izabela Zubko (Tri lingual)
117. Pearls of Wisdom- Pramila Khadun- (Bilingual)
118. The Wind my lover- Ade C. Manila-(Bilingual)
119. The Mystic  Mariner- Madan Gandhi (Bilingual)
120. Ten Color Rainbow - The Poems from Poland (Bilingual)
121. The True Meaning of Life - Rashid Pelpuo
122. The Wind My Lover - Ade C. (Bilingual)
123. Jak Ziemia Po Pierwszym Deszezu - The Poems from Poland (Bilingual)
124. Prima Ballerina Roberta Di Laura
125. The Casket of Vermilion (English Poetry)
126. Barefoot to Arcadia - Aprilia Zank (Bilingual)
127. Lets be one in The One - George Onsy (Bilingual)
128. Riding the Tide - Ashok Bhargava (Bilingual)
129. The Collected poems of Dr. LSR Prasad and many more...






